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10:00 a.m.-UD Arena 
The University rf Dayton 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Jesse Philips, Chairman; Stanley G. Mathews, S.M., Vice-Chairman; 
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., Secretary; William S. Anderson, John W. 
Berry, Sr., Jerome P. Bishop, Erma F. Bombeck, Bertrand A. Buby, 
S.M ., Terry D. Carder, Victor J. Cassano, Sr., Junius E. Cromartie, 
Jr., L. William Crotty, Erma! C. Fraze, Robert E . Frazer, Thomas F. 
Giardino, S.M., James J. Gilvary, Richard F. Glennon , Stanley Z. 
Greenberg, Sarah E. Harris, Maurice F. Krug, Marie-Louise McGin-
nis, James W. McSwiney, Dennis I. Meyer, Gerald M. Miller, Gerald 
S. Office, Jr., John L. O 'Grady, Ronald L. Overman, S.M ., Anthony 
J. Pistone, S.M., Pfeife Smith, Pa trick J. Tonry, S.M., Frederick S. 
Wood. 
HONORARY TRUSTEES 
Norman P. Auburn, George B. Barrett, S.M ., William R. Behringer, 
S.M. , Marion F. Belka, S.M., Clarence E. Bowman, E. Bartlett Brooks, 
George C . Cooper, Charles W. Danis, Sr., George A. Deinlein , S.M ., 
Richard H . Finan, Norman L. Gebhart, Anthony J . Ipsaro, Richard 
J. Jacob, John J. Jansen, S.M. , Eugene C. Kennedy, Virginia W. 
Kettering, Thomas A. Klein, Peter H . Kuntz, R. Stanley Laing, Daniel 
J. Mahoney, Bruno V Manno, Robert S. Margolis, Thomas 0 . 
Mathues, Bette Rogge Morse, Kenneth P. Morse, Sr. , Robert S. Oel-
man, Lloyd H . O 'Hara, Louis F. Polk, Raymond A. Roesch, S.M., 
John]. Schneider, S.M ., William P. Sherman, Richard L. Terrell ,John 
F. Torley, C . William Verity, Hugh E. Wall, Jr., Louis Wozar, Perry B. 
Wydman. 
ADMINISTRATION 
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., President; Joseph W. Stander, S.M ., Vice 
President for Academic Affairs and Provost; William C. Schuerman, 
Vice President for Student Development and Dean of Students, 
Thomas ]. Frericks, Vice President for Athletic Programs and Facilities; 
Gerald W. VonderBrink, Vice President and Treasurer; Bernard J. 
Ploeger, S.M. , Vice President for Administration; Patrick M . Joyce, 
Vice Presi~ or University Advancemenl,V 
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UNIVERSITY MARSHAL 
Doris A. Drees, Department ef Pf!)lsical and Health Education - Marshal 
George A. Bohlen, Department ef Decision Sciences - Associate Marshal 
ASSISTANT MARSHALS 
B. J . Bedard, Department ef English 
Albert V. Fratini , Department ef Chemistry 
J. William Friel, Department ef Mathematics 
Jack E. Kester, Department ef Computer Science 
Kenneth J. Kuntz, Department of Psychology 
Robert L. Mott, Department ef Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Daniel F Palmert, Registrar 
Norman S. Phillips , Department ef Civil Engineering 
John E. Rapp, School ef Business Administration 
Amie L. Revere, Department ef Counselor Education 
George B. Shaw, Department of Civil Engineering 
Gertrude D . Shay, Department ef Biology 
Florence I. Wolff, Department of Communication 
READER 
Francis J . H enninger, Department of English 
PROGRAM NOTE 
This program consists of the names of candidates for degrees. Las t 
minute additions or deletions must often be made after the program has 
been printed. The official list of the names of graduates is deposited in 
the Officer of the Registrar. 
Only representatives of the press, authorized by the University 
Marshal , are permitted to take photographs on the floor. 
Guests and visitors may take photographs from the stands only. 
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ORDER OF EXERCISES 
10:00 A.M. 
RAYMOND L. FITZ, S.M. 




THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
WELCOMING REMARKS 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Associate Degrees 
Undergraduate Degrees 
- Richard P Benedum 
Joseph H. Lackner, S.M. 
- Monique Requarth and 
the Audience 
- Jesse Philips 
- The President 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Honorary Degree 
The Degree - Doctor of Science 
EDWARD L. BUESCHER 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
3 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Honorary Degree 
The Degree - Doctor of Education 
JOHN W. HAREWOOD 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Honorary Degree 
The Degree - Doctor of Engineering 
HANS J. P. VON OHAIN 
Graduate Degrees 
Specialist Degrees 
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM - Monique Requarth and 
the Audience 
RECESSIONAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Richard P Benedum 
Please remain seated during the recessional. 
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HONORARY DEGREES 
THE DEGREE - DOCTOR OF SCIENCE 
EDWARD L. BUESCHER 
Colonel, United States Army Medical Corps, Retired 
Statement from the Citation far Dr. Buescher: 
"For his achievement in isolating and characterizing the rubella virus resulting 
in a vaccine which protects generations of people from the scourge of German measles 
... for his contributions to the development of new antimalarial drugs and vaccines 
against meningococcal meningitis and arthropod-born viruses ... for his efforts in 
upgrading the nerve agent antidote carried by the soldier." 
THE DEGREE - DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
JOHN W. HAREWOOD 
Statementfrom the Citationfar Mr. Harewood: 
"His life has been distinguished by devoted service to Dayton's youth, its education, 
its churches, and to the idea that Dayton could be a model of constructive confron-
tation of problems, not destructive avoidance of them. He gained national respect 
as an authority on school desegregation in public education, standing tall in the 
face of adversity and opposition to desegregation." 
THE DEGREE - DOCTOR OF ENGINEERING 
HANS J. P. VON OHAIN 
Statement from the Citation far Dr. von Ohain: 
"Dr. von Ohain has achieved international recognition for his work in the field 
of aero propulsion and energy transfer. He designed, built, and installed the engine 
which resulted in the first turbojet-powered flight which took place on August 27, 
1939, near Warnemunde, Germany. On that day, the jet age was born; Dr. von 
Ohain was not yet 28 years old." 
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ASSOCIATE DEGREES 
ENG !NEERING TECHNOLOGY 
G ORDON A. S ARGENT, D EAN 
J AMES L. M CGRAW, ASSOCIATE D EAN 
THE DEGREE - ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN TECHN OLOGY 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
WILLIAM NICHOLAS IGEL - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
tin Absentia 6 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
FRANC IS M. L AZAR US, D EAN 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF ARTS 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
THOMAS JOSEPH SHIPLEY, JR. - - - - - St. Louis, MO TERESA ANNE TALBOTI - - - - - - - - Lou isville, KY 
CHEMISTRY 
ERICKSON CALZADO CALLEJO - - - Kettering, OH 
DONALD DRAVIS - - - - - - - - - - - - Roselle, NJ 
mogno cum loude 
L Universi ty Honors Program 
-puSE ANTONIO FERNANDEZ JAQUETE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Guaynabo, PR 
KATHRYN LUCILLE GAYDOS - - - - - - - Bel Air, MD 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
MELISSA JEANNE GIVEN - - - - - - - - M onroe, OH 
cum loude 
TARA MARIA HANNEKEN - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
OTIAVIO NARDONE - - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
DOUGLAS ARTHUR SONGER - - - - Cinci nnati, OH 
magna cum laude 
COMMUNICATION 
MILISSA MARY ALEXANDER - - - - - - - Euclid, OH 
ANN FRANCES ALLEN - - - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
KIMBERLY J. ANDLER - - - - - - - - Rutherford, NJ 
RYAN EDWARD ANDREWS - - - - State College, PA 
ROBERT JAMES ANTOON - - - - - - - Elmhurst, IL 
DENNIS GERARD BERGIN - - - - - - - l inden, NJ 
JULIE MARIE BEYER - - - - - - - - - Kirkwood, MO 
JULIE MARY BIGANE - - - - - - - - - Oak lawn, IL 
PATRICK MICHAEL BIRNEY - - - - '&,J.lj ijalord. CT 
LISANNE MARIE BOLINGEU .111.'r,Tcfl'oS/ @ ~ -C)H 
LAURA JOANNE BOTIGER - - - - - Newbury, OH 
PATRICIA ANN BRENNAN - - - - - - - - - Effort, PA 
cum laude 
Teacher Certif ication 
TAMMY E. BROSKEY - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
magna cum laude 
ROBERT E. BURKE, JR. - - - - - - Orchard Park, NY 
ALBERTO CABRER CANDELARIA - - Guaynabo, PR 
MARY ELIZABETH CAMPHIRE - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
MARY FRANCES CANTERUCCI - - - - - Niles, OH 
STEVEN L. CARLSON - - - - - - - - - - Chicago, IL 
JOSEPH CARMEN CERULLO - - - - Lancaster, NY 
DEBORAH MARIE CHRESTE - - - - - - Loui svi lle, KY 
KRISTIN M . CICORA - - - - - - - - - Burr Ridge, IL 
STEPHEN JAMES CLARK - - - - - Worthington , OH 
NADINE del CARMEN COLON - - - Bergenfield, NJ 
KIMBERLY MICHELE CONNER - - - - - - Akron, OH 
magna cum laude 
University Honors Program 
LISA CAVANAGH CONNOLLY - - Bernardsvi lle, NJ 
DANIEL JAMES COONEY - - - - - - - New City, NY 
MARY RENEE COOPER - - - - - - - - Loui sville, KY 
CHRISTINE ANN CRATTY - - - - - Cockeysville, MD 
tin Absentia 7 
ANTONIO CRISTIANO - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
KELLY SUSAN CRONLEY - - - - - - - - Portage, Ml 
AMBER SUSAN CUNNINGHAM - - - - Fairborn, OH 
ANITA MARIE DETRIO - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum laude 
ANDREW W. DIXSON - - - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
KEVIN CHARLES DONOUGHE - - - Litchfield, OH 
Jill ELLEN DRURY - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
magna cum loude 
CATHERINE ROSE DUGAN - - - - - - - Bereo, OH 
CEANETHIA LACHUAN EDWARDS - - Hyattsville, MD 
WENDY R. EDWARDS - - - - New Philadelphia, OH 
WILLIAM JOHN ELLIOTI, JR. - - - - Ri ver Forest, IL 
CHRISTOPHER JON FOGARTY - - - - - Elmi ra, NY 
ELAINE YVETIE FRENCH - - Cleve land Heights, OH 
LORI ANN GALVIN - - - - - - - Hendersonville, TN 
LAURA MARIE GILLESPIE - - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
cum laude 
TRACY KATHRYN GOSSON - - - - - - Camillus, NY 
_cj.Q.!1.QClt,LD..J(;.2.~~~Nl--~~--1West-MittonTOH 
BETH ANN HANSEN - - - - - - - - - Angola, NY 
. MARTHA A. HART - - - - - - - - - - - Loke Bluff, IL 
THERESA MARIE HELBLING - New Ph iladelphia, OH 
cum laude 
AMY M . HOLZHAUER - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
JOSEPH RUSSELL HOSSENLOPP - - - Nashua, NH 
PAUL JEFFREY HOWE - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
tKEVIN JOSEPH HUELSMAN - - - - - Kettering, OH 
RAUL EDWARD INESTA - - - - - - - - Dayton , OH 
CHRISTINE ELIZABETH JANNING - - - Lebanon, OH 
TON YA LYNN JEFFERSON - - - - Youngstown, OH 
GEORGE MICHAEL KARAYANNIS - - - Dayton , OH 
C. 
KATHLEEN ANNE KEANE - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
KATHLEEN ANNE KEARN - - - - - Phillipsburg, NJ 
CARA BETH KNISLEY - - - - - North Olmsted, OH 
WILLIAM A. KOLLAR - - - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
cum loude 
KATHERINE ANNE KROLL - - - - - - - - Duluth, MN 
JEf4f41FER :YaS.RIE l(R9 tJKE i ; I a Ria, 0 ~ 
DONNA LEE LAWLER - - - - - - - - - Cumillus, NY 
TIMOTHY JOHN LEONARD - - - Pormo Heights, OH 
BRYON PAUL LEY - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
PATRICIA JEAN LOEDDING - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
MARTIN J. LUCAS - - - - - - - - - - - Jonesville, Ml 
MAUREEN KAREN MacARTHUR - - - - Belleville, NJ 
tELIZABETH ANN MAGINN - - - - Indianapolis, IN 
JOHN PAUL MAHER - - - - - - - - - Arl ington, VA 
ROSEMARY LYNN MAHER - - - - - Northbrook, IL 
PAUL JOSEPH MALANGA - - - - - - - - Tenafly, NJ 
KATHLEEN ANN MALLOY - Middleburg Heights, OH 
CONSTANCE I. MANGANO - - - - - Granger, IN 
PAMELA KAE MARKELY - - - - - - - Bethel Pork, PA 
NANCY LEIGH MASTICOLA - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
ERIC REMON MATHEWS - - - - - - - - Detroit, Ml 
MARGARET MARY MAUREK - - - - - - - Elkhart, IN 
HEATHER H. McLEOD - - - - - - - - - - Parma, OH 
PATRICIA MARIE MESSITI - - - - - - - Wheaton, IL 
CHRISTINE MARIE MILLER - - - - - - - Louisvi lle, KY 
PAMELA ANNE MILLER - - - - - - - Northbrook, IL 
CAROL JEAN MINARIK - - - - - - Buffalo Grove, IL 
DIANE MICHELE MOORE - - - Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
BRADLEY STEVEN MORLAN - - - - Beavercreek, OH 
SUSAN MARY MULKERRIN - - - Olympia Fields, IL 
DAVID JOHN MULLANEY - - - - - - - Highland, IN 
DOROTHY ANN O'BRIEN - - - - - - Noblesville, IN 
MICHAEL JOHN O'MALLEY - - - LaGrange Pork, IL ~ KRISTYN ELIZABETH ODERFER - - - - Lexington, Ml 
FOLAKE SIMISOLA OLADIMEJI - - - - Dayton, OH 
CAMILLE MARIA ORMISTON - - - - - Hinsdale, IL 
MAUREEN MICHELLE OSBORNE - - South Lyon, Ml 
ROBERT F. OTIS - - - - - - - - - - - - - Yardley, PA 
KAREN MARIE PASSILLA - - - - - - Meadville, PA 
JENIFER LYNN PETERSMARK - - - - - - Detroit, Ml 
MICHAEL J. PETRANDO - - - - - - - Wheaton, IL 
MARY A. PULSINELLI - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
PATRIC( ANDREW QUINN - - - - - - Orlando, FL 
THOMAS FRANCIS RAFTER - - - - - - - Secone, PA 
CHRISTOPHER JORDAN REPHOLZ - - - Delran, NJ 
KEVIN M. RIEFKE - - - - - - - Arlington Heights, IL 
KATHLEEN ANN RIELLY - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
CHRISTINE ANN RINI - - - - - - Fairview Pork, OH 
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH RINI - - Chagrin Foils, OH 
JON MARK ROBERTO - - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
EDWARD ARTHUR ROBERTS - - - - - - Xenia, OH 
THOMAS PATRICK ROCK - - - - - - - - Naples, NY 
RHONDA MARIE ROGERS - - - - - - Zionsville, IN 
KEVIN JOSEPH ROWAN - - - - - Washington, DC 
CYNTHIA LYNN RUSSELL - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
MARY COLLEEN SALETTA - - - - - - - Glenview, IL 
MARY KAREN SCANLON - - - - - - Lincolnshire, IL 
DEBRA ANN SCHMENK - - - - - - Springfield, OH 
MARIE PATRICIA SCHULTZ - - - - - Hollywood, FL 
KARIN MARIE SENDELBACH - - - - Centerville, OH 
PEGEEN CLARE SERCER - - - - - - - - Beverly, OH 
DAVID HAROLD SEYER - - - - - - - - - Sidney, OH 
BRIAN ALAN SHAROSKY - - - - Fairview Pork, OH 
cum loude 
SARAH FRANCES SMITH - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
STEVEN JOSEPH SMITH - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
AMY MARIE SPINA - - - - - - - - - Bethel Pork, PA 
MARIANNE K. STAPF - - - - - - - - - - Wayne, PA 
H. DONALD STEWART, JR. - - - - Woodstown, NJ 
MARK CHRISTOPHER STUHLMUELLER 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Grosse Pointe Woods, Ml 
MICHELLE MARIE TEMPLIN - - - - - - Roswell, GA 
ELIZABETH GRACE TEPPER - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
J. PIERRE TISMO - - - - - - - - - - - Ironton, OH 
ANN KATHLEEN WALSH - - - - - - - - Akron, OH 
JOHN DAVID WEGERZYN - - - Huber Heights, OH 
ROBERT WILLIAM WOOD - - - - - - - - Chicago, IL 
JEFFREY ALAN WRIGHT - - - - - - - - - Xen ia, OH 
KAREN ANNE YORIO - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
ECONOMICS ,.., e. 
C V.M /,-Ptl.J V LAURA A. ABRAMS - - - - - - - - West Chester, OH DAVID JOSEPH KRAUS - - - - - - - Syracuse, NY 
mogno cum loude 
HEATHER ANN CLARK - - - - - - - - Greenlown, NY 
KAREN M. ECKER - - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
summo cum loude 
CHRISTINE LYNN HEMMELGARN - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
University Honors Program 
MATTHEW JOHN LAMBIASE - - - - - - Holmdel, NJ 
KELLY ANN LEE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Erie, PA 
JOHN D. RAPP - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
summo cum loude 
LAWRENCE JOSEPH ROACH - - - - - - Bedford, OH 
ENGLISH 
JOSEPH BUCKLEY ANDREWS - - - - - Dayton, OH 
LISA ANTOLINI - - - - - - - - - - Beavercreek, OH 
Teacher Certification 
PEGGY S. BACKS - - - - - - - - - Saint Henry, OH 
Teacher Certification 
SUSAN MARIE BARRETT - - - - - - - - Barrington, IL 
University Honors Program 
tDAMON PATRICK BOURNE - - - - - - Amherst, OH 
Teacher Certification 
JOHN PATRICK CAREY - - - - - - - Kirkwood, MO 
mogno cum loude 
CLAIRE ANN CHANTELL - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
tin Absentia 8 
DAVID BRIAN CREAM - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
KARL FORNES - - - - - - - - - - Williamsville, NY 
AILEEN MARIE GILSON - - - - - - - Wheeling, WV 
DAVID ANDREW HANNAN 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Mentor-On-The-Lake, OH 
JUNE REID HANSEN - - - - Colorado Springs, CO 
KARIN M. HENRY - - - - - - - - - - Jamesville, NY 
ELIZABETH ANN HOULE - - - - - - South Bend, IN 
MARK JOSEPH INGRAM - - - - - - Ann Arbor, Ml 
JOHN VINCENT KERRIGAN - - - - Michigan City, IN 
PETER ALBERT KRAFT - - - - - - Convent Station, NJ 
LAURA MARIE LoCOMBE - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN McDONALD - - Dayton, OH 
ANGELA DENISE MONTGOMERY - - Dayton, OH 
KATHERINE MARIE PILLER - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
LAURA ANN REYNOLDS - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
ROBERT CHARLES J. ROBINSON - Springboro, OH 
RENE LOUISE RODENBURG - - - - Centerville, OH 
cum loude 
BARBARA THERESA SCHAEFER - - - - Knoxville, TN 
BRIGID SHANAHAN - - - - - - - - - - Limo, OH 
KELLY ANN SMITH - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
cum loude 
University Honors Program 
COLLEEN M. SPIWAK - - - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
MICHELLE RENE STIDHAM - - - - Portsmouth, OH 
ARTHUR ROBERT TREINEN - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
PAMELA LOUISE WHISSEL - - - - - Williamsville, NY 
cum loude 
FINE ARTS 
COLLEEN MARIE KELLY - - - - - - - Rochester, NY MICHELLE MARIE WARISSE - - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
FRENCH 
SHERI ANN ARCHIBALD - - - - - - - - Pork Hills, KY 
CAROLYN IRENE DEBBANE - - - - - Hamilton, OH 
cum loude 
Teacher Certification 
CATHY LYNNE DIEHL - - - - - - - - Brookville, OH 
CONNIE RENEE ZORNES - - - - - - - Bucyrus, OH 
HISTORY 
DANIEL MARSHALL AIKINS - - - - - - - Sturgis, Ml 
CHARLES B. AMANN Ill - - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
MARK JOSEPH ANDERSON - - - - - - - - Troy, OH 
JOSEPH CHARLES DEAN - - - - - - - Hillsboro, OH 
CHRISTINE E. DIETZ - - - - - - - - - - - Vienna, VA 
BETH ANNE ENDRES - - - - - - - - - - Canton, OH 
JAMES BRIAN McCLOSKEY - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
EDWARD JAMES MILLS - - - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
Teacher Certification 
SANDRA KAY STACK - - - - - - - - - Cleveland, OH 
REBECCA MARIE STRAND - - - - - Middletown, OH 
PETER PAUL VETTER - - - - - - North Plainfield, NJ 
mogno cum loude 
INTERIOR DESIGN 
JO AHRENS - - - - - - - - - - - - Port Clinton, OH 
MARY CHRISTINE MULLEN - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
MICHELLE RENEE OWENS - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
MICHELLE MARIE STAj MACK - - - West Mifflin, PA 
cum loude _II"/ /+f:r/V A-
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
BRIAN GERARD BAER - - - - - - - - South Bend, IN 
KAREN PATRICIA COGGINS - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
CATHERINE MARIE FURLONG - - - - - Louisville, KY 
cum loude 
TINA LOUISE TAYLOR - - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
ITALIAN 
SUSAN LYNN REISCH - - - - - - - - Kirkwood, MO 
MATHEMATICS 
DANIEL WILLIAM BOWLING 
mogno cum loude 
Cincinnati, OH JULIE MARIE JUNG - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
PATRICK W. SCHULER - - - - - - - - - Morion, OH 
PHILOSOPHY 
j-GEORGE WILLIAM BOAS II - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
University Honors Program 
tin Absentia 9 
AMY SUSAN BROWN - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
mogno cum loude 
CHRISTINA LOUISE KNOCHELMANN - - Tampa, FL 
ifJiii~Qtti f;) &'el tt tib4ER B1e1ne11, eM 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
MICHELLE MARIE BALES • • - - • - - - Dayton, OH 
TERESA ANN FITZGERALD • • - • • • - Marietta, GA 
FREDERICK PAUL SCHIMP - - - - - - - Hanover, PA 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
tFRANCISCO J. ALVAREZ - - - • • • - Son Juan, PR 
ROBERT ANTHONY CAROLINA - - • Kettering, OH 
SHEILA MARY CHALIFOUX - - - - - • - Fulton, NY 
DA~I~ _A~:H_o_N~ ~?~L~N~~ ~r ~r..~~ 
GREGORY MICHAEL GANTI - - - - Vandalia, OH 
GLORIA MARIE GRIFFITHS - - - - • Cincinnati, OH 
PATRICK MICHAEL HOGAN - - - - - - • Elmira, NY 
RODERICK R. JABALLAS - - • • • - - Fairborn, OH 
JEFFREY T. LANPHERE - - - - - - - • - - Elyria, OH 
GARY MICHAEL LiVECCHI - - - • • - Penfield, NY 
STEPHANIE ANN LUCK - - - - - - - Cleveland, OH 
ROBERT JOSEPH Mc;l!RIDE - • - - Youngstown, OH 
cum loude ;1"j f!-{:rh' A-
VICTORIA I. PARISI - - - - - - - - • • Dayton, OH 
TIMOTHY JOSEPH ROGERS - - - - - Columbus, OH 
mogno cum loude 
JESUS ROLAND ROMERO - • • • Mt. Vernon, OH 
LORI SUE SPENCER - - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
JULIE ANN SULLIVAN - - - - - - - - - Yonkers, NY 
THERESA J. ZELLER - - - - - - - - - Wauwatosa, WI 
mogno cum loude 
PSYCHOLOGY 
KAREN LYNN ALLEN - - - • - • - - - - Celina, OH 
tHEIDI LYNNE BAUMLE - - - - - - Springfield, OH 
THOMAS V. CREGAN - - - - - - - - - Naperville, IL 
DONNA L. CYCKOWSKI • - - - - West Orange, NJ 
cum loude 
LESLIE ELIZABETH DENTON - - - • • - Galena, OH 
cum loude 
WENDY SUE De VOE - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
TIMOTHY SEAN DEVITI - - - - - - - - Westfield, NJ 
KATHLEEN PATRICE DOLEZAL - - - - Annandale, NJ 
AMALIA ANNE FISTER - • • - - - - - St. Louis, MO 
AMY MARIA FLESHER - - - • - West Mansfield, OH 
cum loude 
-f-:I ILL M. FLOOD - - - - - - - - - - - - Highland, Ml 
RICHARD A. FRITSCH - - • • - - - - Hamilton, OH 
GEORGE MATIHEW HACKMAN, JR. - Ft. Wright, KY 
cum loude 
MARY CAROL HEENE - - - - • • • Cincinnati, OH 
JENNIFER LOUISE IG EBURGER - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
TERESA L. JACKSON - - - - - - • • Cincinnati, OH 
cum loude 
KIMBERLY PATRICE KELLY - - • • - • • Hudson, OH 
mogno cum loude 
CHRISTINE F. KLOSS - - - - - - - - Bridgeport, OH 
LEE ANN LANGENFELD • - - - • - - Massillon, OH 
KEVIN RICHARD McCARTY - • - - - Columbus, OH 
SHAWN ROBERT McCORMICK - - Grand Island, NY 
mogno cum loude 
tDEBORAH K. MILEY - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
KEVIN WAYNE MILLER • - - - - Mechanicsburg, PA 
mogno cum loude 
KELLY ANN MOYER - - - - - - - - - - - Parma, OH 
MICHAEL GERARD PRATI - - - - - - - - - Erie, PA 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
SUSAN MARIE RIEDL - - - - - - - - Milwaukee, WI 
KELLY A. SCANLON - - - - - - - - Kendall Pork, NJ 
SHERRY A. SIMON - - - - - - - - - Lancaster, OH 
mogno cum loude 
LISA ANNE SOENEN - - - - - - - - - - Canton, Ml 
LORETIA L. WEBER - - - - - - - • • • Orrville, OH 
JEAN ANN WEIFFENBACH - - - - - Vandalia, OH 
cum loude 
DANIEL J. WILLARD - - - - • • • • • • - Powell , TN 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
KEVIN MICHAEL O 'CONNOR - - - - Old Bridge, NJ 
mogno cum loude 
CAROL J. ROARK - - - - - - - - - - - Warwick, RI 
KAREN SUZANNE SEITZ - - • - - - - - Dayton, OH 
SOCIOLOGY 
MICHAEL EVANS CLAUSE - - - - - - St. Thomas, VI 
JOHN S. DEUER - - - - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
MARY ALISSA MULLIGAN - - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
MARK EVERffi Von BUREN - - - - - - Nashville, TN 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
SPANISH 
LORA A. MANN 
cum loude 
Dayton, OH KATHLEEN ANN PIERO - - - - - - - - Conlon, OH 
THEATRE 
DAVID BRENDAN GODSIL - - - - - - - Ottawa, OH 
tin Absentia 10 
RAYMOND KARL SCHIEL - f · ----
\l'lJ I\~ 
\ \ (; 
Norwalk, CT 
THE DEGREE - BA CHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
COMMERCIAL DESIGN 
CAROLYN MARIE ANDREWS - - - - - Monhosset, NY 
JULIE MARIE BUSSE - - - - - - - - Ludlow Falls, OH 
RITA COSTIGAN - - • - • - - - - - - Maumee, OH 
JEFFERY THOMAS FEHRMAN - - - - - Dayton, OH 
MARY GARBER - - - - - - - - - - - Port Clinton, OH 
PAMELA SUE HOFFMAN - - - - - - - - Fos·torio, OH 
cum loude 
MELISSA MARIE KRAMEK - - - - - - - Canton , OH 
PATRICK SEAN LAFFERTY - - - - - - - - Stamford, CT 
DOUGLAS JOHN SALM • • • • - - - Coldwater, OH 
ELIZABETH ANTHONY SMOLA - • • - Brecksville, OH 
cum loude 
MARGARET E. TYE • - - • - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
SUSAN MICHELLE WATSON • • • • - • • • Niles, IL 
MARGARET MARY WEHRMAN' - - - - Edgewood, KY 
WENDY LEIGH YARBROUGH - - - - - - - Akron, PA 
KATHERINE P. ZAREMBA • - - - • • • Pennington, NJ 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
DOUGLAS JOHN MANELSKI - - - - Bethesda, MD GARY W. OLIVEIRA - - - - - - - - East Wareham, MA 
cum loude 
STUDIO ART 
MARY FRANCES ESTOCK • • - - - - - - Waldo, OH SANDRA L. LORD Kettering, OH 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF GENERAL ST UDIES 
GENERAL STUDIES 
LAURA MARIE COLLEY • • • • • • - • Westlake, OH 
KENNETH B. HEATON - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
DONNA A. JOHNSON • • • - • - - - Dayton, OH 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF M USIC 
MUSIC 
DEBORAH ANN DILLON - - - - - - - Lancaster, OH 
summo cum loude 
AMY LYNN GARBRES:HT - - - - - - - Marysville, OH 
cum loude f(l /t(;f IY--f" 
SHERYL A. MULLENDORE • • • • • • • Dayton, OH 
mogno cum loude 
MICHELLE DAWN PRITIS - - - - - - - - Scottdale, PA 
r{I e..,MUSIC COMPOSITION 
ROBERT EMMETI BOWEN Ill c:Jvf'\) ! Dayton, OH tROY A. SWANSON - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
CHRISTOPHER MASKELL TAYLOR - - - Dayton, OH 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
LESLIE ANN COPPING - - - - - - - - Port Huron, Ml 
Teacher Certification 
TERESA ANGELA D'EPIRO - - - - - - - l:slJ rborn, OH 
Teacher Certification CU.ft' /, /tU Or:::,. 
REBECCA J. MAURER • • • • - - - - Ft. Loramie, OH 
Teacher Certification 
MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
KEITH D. LYKINS - - - - - - - • • ••• Carlisle, OH 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
BIOLOGY 
MELISSA ANN BAUJAN - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
LAURA SUE BEERY • • - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
University Honors Program 
MICHELE RENEE BELECANECH - - - - Sykesville, MD 
cum loude 
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PETER MICHAEL BRITI • • - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
VILMA PILAR CRUZ CESTERO - - - - - - Ponce, PR 
KATHERINE MARIE DOERR • - - - - - Perrysburg, OH 
PATRICK DANIEL FITZGERALD - - - - Hamilton, OH 
TIMOTHY CRAIG GSELL • • - - • • • Somerville, NJ 
cum loude 
JILL MARIE HAMILTON - - - - - - - - Defiance, OH 
PETER JOSEPH HEALY - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
JOHN M. HICKEY - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
CAROL JEAN HOLZ - - - - - - - - - Sandusky, OH 
DEBORAH ANNE HOOPER - - - - - - Mentor, OH 
GARY MICHAEL KAZMER - - - - - Mt. Prospects, IL 
lill,RR¥L L tt t A KIRK5UTRUSK €e::te: ,ills, OH 
CAROL LYNNE KUSS - - - - - - - - - - - Clyde, OH 
mogno cum loude 
JOHN THOMAS McCLOSKEY - - - - - Dayton, OH 
R. GUY McDERMOTI - - - - - - - Gates Mills, OH 
AMY L. MESTEMAKER - - - - - - - - - - Sidney, OH 
DUANE WESLEY NEWTON, JR. - - - - - Omaha, NE 
MARY BETH PERO - - - - - - - - - Middletown, OH 
ANNE MARGARET Pi..ATIENBURG - - - Dayton, OH 
ROBERT RUMPF - - - - - - - - :_)".J - ~qn~ , 
THOMAS AARON SCHNEIDE~ - /.' l <killico'!lie~ ~ 
DEBRA ANN SHULER - - - - - - - - Waynesville, OH 
CHRISTOPHER J. SPIELES - - - - - - - Wauseon, OH 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
ANTAUN YVOUSHUE TERRELL - - - - - - Alamo, GA 
SHERYL ANN WIEZBENSKI - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
LESLIE ANN WILLIS - - - - - - - - Huber Heights, OH 
cum loude 
LISA ANN WILSBACHER - - - - - - - - - Belpre, OH 
mogno cum loude 
CHEMISTRY 
IAN GERARD BORDENAVE - Valparaiso, FL ANGELA ROSE POWERS - - - - West Carrollton, OH 
MICHAEL JOSEPH MOORE - - - - - - Dayton, OH summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
SUSAN CHRISTINE OATNEY - - - - - Centerville, OH 
University Honors Program 
BRIAN ANTHONY RUSSO - - - - Parma Heights, OH 
MARGARET ANN WAGER - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
SUSAN MARY YOUNG - - - - - - - - - Littleton, CO 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
STEVEN M . ALMEROTH - - - - - - - Cleveland, OH 
JOSEPH W. BARTER - - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
JOEL D. BURDZINSKI - - - - - - - - - - Parma, OH 
TIMOTHY JAMES HAVERLAND - - - Cincinnati, OH 
CHARLES DANIEL KINSER - - - - - Pewee Volley, KY 
MARY ROSE KONIKOWSKI - - - - Southington, CT 
"ftN'10l l I 1~ . K8PP B07lo11, 01 1 
JOSEPH KURZWEIL - - - - - - - - - - Raleigh, NC 
DAVID P. LENTZ - - - - - - - - - - Waynesville, OH 
ANDREW GARY MILLER - - - - - - - - Red Lion, PA 
MARK FRANCIS NASH - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
mogno cum loude 
tERANK -I OSO>t/$KI Elie, M 
TODD MATIHEW RIDER M iamisburg, OH 
MARK EVERETI VAN BUREN - - - - - Nashville, TN 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
i<;i~l~liTM J.4::t/,ES V/t,E I( Lv1ui11, OH 
ERIN SIOBHAN WRIGHT - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
COMPUTER SCIENCE - PHYSICS 
DAVID CRIMINSKI - - - - - - - - - - Wheel ing, WV WILLIAM DEAN MYERS 
mogno cum loude 
- - - - - - Springfield, OH 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SCOTI THOMAS AMBROSE - - - - - - Mentor, OH 
MARCIA I. BARNHART - - - - - - - - Hughesville, PA 
ANDREW L. BISTRANSIN - - - - - - - - - - Butler, PA 
PETER R. BOULEY - - - - - - - - - - - Fairport, NY 
STEPHANIE L. BRENDEL - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
DANIEL LOUIS BRUDZINSKI - - - - - - Fremont, OH 
cum loude 
CHRISTOPHER OWEN DAVIS - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
THEODORE JOSEPH EDGINGTON - Covington, KY 
JODI ANN FAGALY - - - - - - - - - Hamilton, OH 
JACQUELYN ANN FENIK - - - - - - - - - Elyria, OH 
CARMEN JOSEPH GAITO - - - - - - - Fanwood, NJ 
SUSAN CAROLE GOLABEK - - - - - - - Cl ifton, NJ 
mogno cum loude 
MICHAEL ALAN HART - - - - - - - - Crestline, OH 
JOSEPH C. HEGER - - - - - - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
WILLIAM 0. KER Ill - - - - - - - - - - - - Carlisle, PA 
DARREN JAMES LINS - - - - - - - West Chicago, IL 
COLETIE ELAINE MOORMAN - - - - - Dayton, OH 
CHARLES MICHAEL NEDZ - - - - East Pittsburgh, PA 
TERESA S. NIEMIEC - - - - - - - - - - Newark, NY 
mogno cum loude 
EDWARD M. PERRON, JR. - - - - - Strongsville, OH 
KENNETH JOHN SELBY - - - Cleveland Heights, OH 
t ANDREW J. STANKIEWICZ - - - - Holl idaysburg, PA 
ERIC JOSEPH WALTER - - - - - - - - - Lafayette, IN 
DATA PROCESSING 
GARY KEITH HANNUM - - - - - - - - Franklin, OH 
tin Absentia 12 
GEOLOGY 
ANDRINE M. DELL - - - - - - - Bedford Heights, OH JEROME HOWARD WRIGHT - - - - Beavercreek, OH 
HUMAN ECOLOGY 
v&.THERINE MARIE ANTICOLI 
-ORIN L. COLEMAN - - - - -
"'1'.(JCILLE H. DAILEY - - - - - -
yJANET SUE DESELICH - - - - - - -
cum loude 
"SUSAN MARIE FULLENKAMP - - - -
Dayton, OH 
- Centervi lle, OH 
- Cedarville, OH 
Beaver Falls, PA 
Englewood, OH 
- Lo Grange, IL ...__iqANCY ALLISON HANSEN - - - -
JULIE GRACE HUDDLESTON - - - -
TARA L. JUNGKUNZ - - - - - - - -
PENNY ANN KEMMERER - - - - - - -
- - - Akron , OH 
Cincinnati, OH 
Kettering, OH 
mogno cum loude 
KATHRYN ANN LUCAS - - - - - - Nesquehoning, PA 
cum loude 
BUKOLA TOKUNBO OLADIMEJI - - - - Dayton, OH 
DEBORAH ANN PO - - - - Marksville, LA 
mogno cum loude 
VICTORIA POLITO - - - - - Ho Ho Kus, NJ 
MARY MARTHA SCHWOEBEL - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
DIANE KAY SUBLER - - - - - - - - - Versailles, OH 
STEVEN JOHN TIPP - - - - - - - - - Westlake, OH 
FAWN MILA WILLIAMS - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
MATHEMATICS 
JULIE MARIE ANDERSON - - - - - - St. Marys, OH 
Universi ty Honors Program 
ELIZABETH LYNN ARNOLD - - - - - Mt. Vernon, OH 
Teacher Certification 
JEFFREY ALAN DILLER - - -
summo cum loude 
Universi ty Honors Program 
Ft. Recovery, OH 
PAUL WILHELM KOLLNER - - - - - Cinc innati , OH 
cum loude 
University Honors Program 
LORI ANN SCHOLI K - - -
VICTORIA M . STEINLAGE -
RODNEY LEE VonTILBURG - - - - -
DAMIR JOSEPH VUCIC - - - - - - -
- Lore City, OH 
- Kettering, OH 
- - Dayton, OH 
- - - Euclid, OH 
PHYSICS 
RICHARD WILLIAM BOLTZ - - - - - Morion, OH 
MARK CHARLES CHANTELL - - - - Dayton, OH 
WAYNE ALLEN FOWLER - - - - - - Chadds Ford, PA 
CHRISTOPHER MARC GRANEY - - - - - - Auburn, AL 
cum loude 
PREDENTISTRY 
STEPHEN PAUL BURKE - - - - - - • 
mogno cum loude 
Universi ty Honors Program 
Dayton, OH RICHARD J. GROMOFSKY - - - North Royalton, OH 
PREMEDICINE 
JOHN ANTHONY ALTON - - - - - - Mansfield, OH 
MARIA GEMMA JOCELYN MONTANO BANATICLA 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Limo, OH 
STEPHEN RICHARD BECK - - - - - - - Fa irborn, OH 
ANTONIO JOSE BELTRAN - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
TERRY ARTHUR BERGER - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
MARY BETH BRUNE - - - - - - - - - Ft. Thomas, KY 
cum loude 
MICHAEL EVANS CLAUSE - - - - - -
JOHN R. DeBANTO - - - - -
St. Thomas, VI 
Kettering, OH 
Independence, OH JoANN LUCY ECKL - - - - - - - -
summo cum loude 
DOUGLAS SCOTI HENTRICH - - - Jamestown, OH 
JAMES ALBERT LUCHTE - - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
CHARLES FREDRICK MILLER II - - - - - - Limo, OH 
DAVID JOSEPH MUSGRAVE - - - - - Delaware, OH 
cum loude 
TIMOTHY ANDREW O 'DONNELL - - Centerville, OH 
cum loude 
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MARY ANNE REILING - - - - - - - - Centervi lle, OH 
mogno cum loude 
MICHAEL C. SCHARF - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
JAMES E. SILONE, JR. - - - - - - - - - - Limo, OH 
CURTIS LEE SIMMONS - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
JILL ANN SPANGLER - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
MICHAEL ANDREW SPELLACY - - - - - Woodlyn, PA 
VINCENT GINTAUTAS STANISKIS - - - Cleveland, OH 
mogno cum loude 
University Honors Program 
LISA ANNE STEDWILL - - - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
mogno cum loude 
JEFFREYVISCOMI - - - - - - - - - Strongsvi lle, OH 
THOMAS B. WALKER, JR. - - - - - - - - Lou isvi lle, KY 
DANIEL THOMAS WELSH - - - - - Youngstown, OH 
PAUL RICHARD WNEK - - - - - - - - - - Lorain, OH 
cum loude 
THOMAS JOSEPH ZEGARSKI - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CHRISTINE SARAH ALBEE - - - - - - - - Elmira, NY 
KYLE R. BROCK - - - - - - - - - - Lake George, NY 
R. GRA~H DAY Gulle11bor g, NJ 
ERIC EDWARD GEISELMAN - - - North Canton, OH 
THOMAS E. LAZARUS - - - - - - - East Aurora, NY 
SUSAN LEIGH LUCE - - - - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
DIANE MARIE SCHERTLER - - - - - - - - Berea, OH 
ROBERT ALLEN SCHUETIE - - - - - Sharonville, OH 
magna cum laude 
University Honors Program 
VICTORIA ELENE SREDINSKI - - - Rochester Hills, Ml 
DARYL WAYNE STERNER - - - - - - - Trotwood, OH 
ANGELA ROSE WARNECKE C.)-,!~-
1
- ,.. Lakeview, OH 
,t,, ;r < ..-e 
SOCIAL WORK 
MELISSA MARIE ANNIS - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
MARIA YVETIE BATES - - - - - - - Middletown, OH 
KATHLEEN MARIE BOYLE - - - - - Indianapolis, IN 
MARTHA ROSELINA CONDEMARIN - Hamilton, OH 
MARY JO DROESCH - - - - - - - - - St. Henry, OH 
summa cum laude 
ELISABETH ANNE FRIEL - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum laude 
MARGARET MARY GREEN - - - - - - - Monroe, OH 
JOY MARIE JOHNSON - - - - - - - - - - - - Cary, IL 
CAROL ANN KITCHING - - - - - - - Park Ridge, IL 
JEAN MARIE LAMPE - - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
LISA ANN MARCELLO - - - - - - - - Lancaster, OH 
DANIEL FRANCIS MONTGOMERY 
King of Prussia, PA 
cum laude 
CARRIE ANN POWERS - - - - - - - Springfield, OH 
THOMAS M . SHEEHY - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
ANNE L. Von HOENE - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
HAMAD M. AL-MATROUK - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
KATHLEEN BEREDA - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
GREGORY WILLIAM DRACH - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
cum laude 
JEAN M. EYERMAN - - - - - - - - - South River, NJ 
JACQUELINE R. LAMPE - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
cum laude 
TIMOTHY EDWARD MASON - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
DOUGLAS W. O ' KEEFE - - - - - - - - - - Troy, OH 
ELLEN SUE SACKS - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
magna cum laude 
PATRICK ALLEN SZUCH - - - - - -
- - - - - - Hollansburg, OH N:EPHANIE MARIE VARGO - - - - -pis JI cum laude Y EDWARD JOZSEF LIZAK 
Rocky River, OH 
Chesterland, OH 
.fl' '} } 
~ '1 q 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
S AM G OULD, D EAN 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN B USINESS ADMINISTRATION 
ACCOUNTING 
MARY K. AHRENS - - - - - - - - - - - Hartland, WI 
LAURA M . BARTON - - - - - - - - - - Wheaton, IL 
KATHLEEN S. BAUER - - - - - - - - - Ashtabula, OH 
COLLEEN REILLEY BERRY - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
DIANE ELIZABETH BERTONE - - - - - Painesville, OH 
summa cum laude 
BRYAN KEITH BROWN - - - - - - - - - - Piqua, OH 
PAUL V. DiMARTINO - - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
NICOLE RENEE FRENCH - - - - - - - Chillicothe, OH 
JOSEPH E. GARDNER, JR. - - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
cum laude 
JAMES DAVID GATES, JR. - - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
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DIANA LYNN GEIGER - - - - - - - - - Franklin, OH 
MICHAEL JUDE GNIADEK - - - - - Chesterfield, MO 
magna cum laude 
TAMMY DAWN HARNESS - - - - - - Vandal ia, OH 
JENNIFER ROSE HEIN - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
TIMOTHY MARK HESS - - - - - - - - - - Hudson, FL 
TERESA MARY HOHM - - - - - - - - - - Fairfax, VA 
STEPHEN MATIHEW JEANMOUGIN - Kettering, OH 
DEBORAH ANN JUNKER - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
LISA ANNE KOVATS - - - - - - - Merrionette Park, IL 
MICHAEL THOMAS KOZLOWSKI - - - Columbus, OH 
GERALD V. KRACH - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
JOHN FRANCIS KREBER - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
cum laude 
JO I I'' JOSEPI I LEWm~l ~,e .. tow11 Squo,e, AA-
KEVIN JOSEPH LICKMAN - - - - - Worthington, OH 
CARL BRUCE LOGAN - - - - - - - M iamisburg, OH 
GLORIA M . MARANO - - - - - - Valley Stream, NY 
JoANN MARIE MAZANEC - Broadview Heights, OH 
SEAN AUSTIN McNEILIS - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
RONALD SCOTI McQUATE - - - - Bay Village, OH 
THOMAS JOSEPH MEIMAN - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
summa cum laude 
LINDA MARY MEYER - - - - - - - - - - - - Troy, OH 
MICHAEL E. MUSSELMAN - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
DAWN MARIE NEARY - - - - - - - - Maumee, OH 
AMY MARIE PARKER - - - - - - - - - St. Mary's, OH 
CYNTHIA JOYCE PARKER - - - - - - - - Chicago, IL 
magna cum laude 
RAFAEL J. SANTANA - - - - - - - - - - Bayamon, PR 
magna cum laude 
JEFFREY CHRISTIAN SARTORI - - - - - St. Louis, MO 
KELLY ANN SCHORR - - - - - - - - Worth ington, OH 
JEFFREY DANIEL SHIRING - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
KATHLEEN LOUISE SHULTZ - - - - - - - Sidney, OH 
TERESA ANN SIMMONS - - - - - - Ludlow Falls, OH 
cum laude 
PAUL EDWARD STANISZEWSKI - - - - - - Chicago, IL 
JENNIFER A. SWIHART - - - - - - - - - Essexville, Ml 
MELINDA R. TALCOTI - - - - - - - - Southfield, Ml 
PATRICIA ANN TRIPLETI - - - New Philadelphia, OH 
MATIHEW PAUL TUOHEY - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
ROBERT CHARLES URBANOWICZ - - Walbridge, OH 
NATALIE CAROL WARNER - - - - - Springboro, OH 
summa cum laude 
JENNIFER MARIE WILLIS - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
PETER JAMES WITIMAN - - - - - - - Liverpool, NY 
ECONOMICS 
TIMOTHY J. GILBRIDE - - - - - North Ridgeville, OH 
summa cum laude 
DEBRA !RENE MORAN - - - - - - - - - Marietta , GA 
CYNTHIA M . SOMERFELDT - - - - - Chesterland, OH 
cum laude 
SUSAN MARIE TIBALDI - - - - - - - - Lyndhurst, OH 
FINANCE 
SCOTI J. BISCHOFF - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH ~ cum laude .S:0/l'l ll'lk 
University Honors Program 
LAWRENCE W. BLAIR - - - - - - - - Wheeling, WV 
cum laude 
ANTHONY JOSEPH CONNY, JR. - - - All iance, OH 
WILLIAM C. DAVIS - - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
LAWRENCE CLARK DAVISON - - - - - - - Troy, Ml 
KATHRYN GRACE DURKIN - - - - - Allentown, PA 
tSCOTI CHARLES FANATICO - - - - - Lexington, KY 
!RENA REGINA GECAS - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
mogno cum laude 
MARGARET J. GENUALDI - - - - - Buffalo Grove, IL 
FREDERICK PAUL GIGLIOTII - - - - - Dayton, OH 
mogna cum laude 
DIANNE F. GRAF - - - - - - - - - - Hamilton, OH 
DANIEL JOSEPH GROSS - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
DAVID A. HICKEY - - - - - - - - - Englewood, OH 
.S~G o ti f.l,ARIE JOt4ES l(ellelili§, OR 
JAMES JOSEPH KAVANAUGH - - - - - Ch icago, IL 
magna cum loude 
RODNEY H. KIGHT, JR. - - - - - - Canonsburg, PA 
JULIA MARIE KING - - - - - - - - - Oldenburg, IN 
STEVEN J. KREMER - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
magna cum laude 
ERIK KRISTIAN LARSEN - - - - - - - Delaware, OH 
JOHN SCOTI LOMOND - - - - - Georgetown, IN 
cum laude 
JOHN WILLIAM LoVECCHIO - - - Horseheads, NY 
CONSTANCE MARY MALONEY - - - Massi llon, OH 
PATRICK NORBERT McGILLIVARY - - - Clayton, OH 
MICHAEL C. McMANUS - - - - - - Oak Ridge, TN 
TODD VICTOR McMILLAN - - - - Southington, CT 
DANEEN A. MIKLAUSICH - • - - - - Wickl iffe, OH 
GINA LYNN MOORE - - - - - - - - - - Akron, OH 
STEVEN JOSEPH NAPOLEON - - - - - - Chicago, IL 
TIMOTHY M . O 'DONNELL - - - - - - Carnegie, PA 
KEVIN MICHAEL PALCIC - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
FRANK JOHN PATRIZIO - - - - - - - - Piqua, OH 
SEAN DAVID PATION - - - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
MICHAEL JOHN PRISBY - - - - - - - - Oregon, OH 
ELIZABETH A. PUDLOWSKI - - - - - - St. Louis, MO 
RAYMOND M. SEXTON Ill - Chatham Township, NJ 
THADDEUS JOHN STAUBER - - - - Sheboygan, WI 
MARY THERESA SUHAR - - - - - - - - Kinsman, OH 
magna cum laude 
NANCY L. SURA - - - - - - - - - - - - Lansing, Ml 
DAVID W. SVETE - - - - - - - - - - - Mentor, OH 
MICHAEL JOHN TURCKES - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
ROBERT DOUGLAS VAUGHTERS - - - Dayton, OH 
VERNON R. WELLS - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cary, IL 
JANE MARIE WENNING - - - - - - Coldwater, OH 
magna cum laude 
CHARLES JOSEPH WILKINSON - - - Rockville, MD 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN WOLFF - - - - - Dayton, OH 
ROBERT HAYES WOLOHAN - - - - Frankenmuth, Ml 
SUZANNE MARIE ZERA - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
MANAGEMENT 
DAVID JAMES BEAN - - - - - - Spring Valley, OH 
TIMOTHY JOHN CARROLL - - - - - Columbus, OH 
CHARLES P. CASA - - - - - - University Heights, OH 
ROMANO WILLIAM CASTELLI - - - - - Weirton, WV 
MICHAEL KENNETH COSTA - - - - - Westfield, NJ 
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JAMES G. DOHERTY - - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
DANIEL LYNN HARKENRIDER - - - Springfield, OH 
tTARA M. HESSERT - - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
LORA JANE HILTY - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
SCOTT ig>tJA RQ I IOEFLlt~OER e,ego11, OH™ 
MICHAEL JOHN JONES - - - - - Philadelphia, PA TRACY A. POTOCHNIK - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
MICHAEL PATRICK LALLY - - - - - - Mayfield, OH CHRISTINE ANN RAFFERTY - - - - West Milford, NJ 
DAVID STEPHEN LIESKI - - - - - - - Libertyville, IL ANDREW F. ROUSH - - - - - - - - - Painesville, OH 
BRUCE ALLEN LOKAI - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH CRAIG LEE ROZELLE - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
GREGORY PATRICK MAHONEY - - - - Kenmore, NY KENNETH J. SCHLEGEL - - - - - - - Glen Rock, NJ 
KIMBERLY ANN MARKS - - - - - - - - Westmont, IL PATRICK F. SHAY - - - - - - - - - Springfield, OH 
MICHAEL E. MASTERSON - - - - - - Avon Lake, OH THOMAS J. SUFFOLETIO - - - - - - - - Palatine, IL 
cum loude MICHAEL ROBERT SULLIVAN - - - - Fair Lown, NJ 
JANE M. MILLER - - - - - - - - Huber Heights, OH RONALD ALLEN SZUMSKI - - - - - South Bend, IN 
PETER P. MOCNY - - - - - - - - - - - Westmont, IL LAWRENCE WILLIAM TEMPL~ ,;,-£_ ; ,_..Me~ Q.&.:PH 
tSTEVEN D. MONNIN - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH ANN MA'Rrc WANAMAKER'-'°' / <· - -~ b'oyfo,t-d'l-i 
cum loude MARK CLIFFORD WEBSTER - - - - - Centerville, OH 
JOM•I ~AOICli O'&Rllil>I, JR C-le,elond, (}H,----r·um loude 
THOMAS EDWARD OGBURN - - - - - Louisville, KY JEFFREY THOMAS WIGGINS - - - - Gahanna, OH 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
GEORGE AUGUST BOHLEN, JR. - - - - Dayton, OH 
ALISA A. CALLAHAN BRISSON - - - Miamisburg, OH 
RONALD J. BROWN - - - - - - - Wapakoneta, OH 
cum loude 
AMY MICHELLE BUCK - - - - - - - - - Pittsford, NY 
R. LYNNE BURLEY - - - - - - - - - - - - - Troy, OH 
ANN MARIE CAMPBELL - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
HASSAN ABDUL-KARIM CHEHADE - - - Houston, TX 
JACQUELINE DOHERTY - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
CAROL LYNN DUDLEY - - - - - - - - Vandalia, OH 
mogno cum loude 
MARK JOSEPH FAVRE - - - - - - - West Seneca, NY 
MATIHEW EDGAR FORTIN - - - - - - Saginaw, Ml 
JACQUELINE ANN GARVEY - - - - - - Jeannette, PA 
TONY G. GIBBONS - - - - - - - - - Bellbrook, OH 
JANE ANN GOTHAM ,- - - u-, ~ ton Heights, IL 
NATALIE HADDADCJt~t_ J.:tr".. ~ ~ - Kettering, OH 
JULIA MARIE HOEFFEL - - - - - - - - Napoleon, OH 
LISA ANN IMWALLE - - - - - - - - Moria Stein, OH 
SHANE A. IMWALLE - - - - - - - - - Vandalia, OH 
THOMAS SIEMERS KINDLER - - - - - - Wheaton, IL 
PETER J. KLOCKE - - - - - - - - - - Ft. Thomas, KY 
MICHAEL LEONARD KOWAL - - - - - Kettering, OH 
JOSEPH W. LASH - - - - - - - - - - - Wheeling, WV 
CHRISTINE MARIE LOEFFLER - - - - - - Fairfield, OH 
cum loude 
BRETI LONG - - - - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
WILLIAM PAUL MASTERSON Ill - - - - Warminster, PA 
SCOTI ANTHONY McCOLLUM - - - - Dayton, OH 
MAUREEN McKENZIE - - - - - Farmington Hills, Ml 
JOHN PIERRE NAUSEEF - - - - - Andrews AFB, MD 
TAMARA LYNN OGLESBEE - - - - - - - - Piqua, OH 
mogno cum loude 
GREGORY JOHN PITSTICK - - - - Yellow Springs, OH 
mogno cum loude 
THOMAS R. RAY - - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
TIMOTHY JOSEPH RICE - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
JOSEPH H. ROGAN - - - - - - - - - - - - Plano, TX 
TERYLE LEE SAYLOR - - - - - - - - Miamisburg, OH 
JAMES PATRICK STRUNTZ, JR. - - - Birmingham, AL 
BEVERLY C. SUTION - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
J. BRADFORD THOMAS - - - - - - Cumberland, MD 
STEVEN M. WALLACE - - - - - - - - Lancaster, OH 
ERIC VAUGHN WEICKERT - - - - - - - Fairfield, OH 
cum loude 
WILLIAM JAMES WEISMAN - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
CHARLES G. WIESMAN - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
JOHN DARRELL YORK - - - - - - - Rocky River, OH 
MARKETING 
SCOTI ALLEN BARNETI - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
ELLEN MARIE BEAN - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
CEM F. BIRDIN( - - - - - - - - - - - Istanbul, Turkey 
GARY BIRMINGHAM - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
THOMAS H. BLANK - - - - - - - - - Warren, OH 
THOMAS BRADY - - - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
JENNIFER MARIE BRESNEN - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
LISA ANN BRUNS - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
EILEEN JUDITH BURT - - - - - - - - - - Edison, NJ 
tBETIINA JEAN CAROLINA - - - - - Kettering, OH 
PAMELA ANN CIESA - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
JOSEPH H. CILURZO - - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
AMY ELIZABETH COLLINS - - - - - - St. Louis, MO 
RAYMOND JOSEPH COLONNA - North Royalton, OH 
COLLEEN MARIE CONNER - - - West Chester, OH 
SHARON E. CONNER - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
CAROL JEANNETIE CORCORAN 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - West Bloomfield, Ml 
REGINA M. COYLE - - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
LISA MARY CRITES - - - - - - - - Worthington, OH 
COLENE ELIZABETH CUNNINGHAM 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
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THOMAS ROBERT DAVIS - - - - - Monroeville, PA 
JILL THERESA DWYER - - - - - - - Chesterfield, MO 
GREGORY PETER FIORITI - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
MARYANN FISHER - - - - - - - - Middletown, OH 
JEFFREY J. GEISE - - - - - - - - - - Vondolio, OH 
THOMAS P. GRIFFITH - - - - - - - - Liverpool, NY 
STEVEN SUSSER HAMILTON - - - - - Sewickley, PA 
JI> U~Y LnJ I IARl(ER - Cl,illtcOffll!-;--(:) 
CHRISTIE MARIE HARMEYER - - - - Delaware, OH 
MARGARET MARY HARMEYER - - - Cincinnati , OH 
summo cum loude 
ROBIN LYNN JONES - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
STEVEN WILLIAM KASUNICH - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
PATRICIA MANGIN KEENAN - - - - - Syracuse, NY 
TARA ANNE KELLER - - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
BRIAN F. KELLEY - - - - - - - - - - Cleveland, OH 
TED JOSEPH KENNEDY - - - - - - - - - Howell , Ml 
LORI ANN KLINGBEIL - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
HARRY EDWARD KLOS Ill - - - - - Wilmington, NC 
LAUREN M. KOON - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
STEPHEN MICHAEL KOTIAK - - - - - Louisville, KY 
JOHN DAVID LOMBARDI - - - - - - - - Dubl in, OH 
JOSEPH CHARLES LORESKI - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
JAMES RICHARD MATEJKA - - - Maple Heights, OH 
KERRY EDWARD McCARTHY - - - - Chordon, OH 
PAUL B. McGOWAN - - - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
KATHLEEN MARIE MEAKIN - - - - - Cincinnoti, OH 
tMICHELE LEE METZGER - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
mogno cum loude 
AMY LYNN MEYER - - - - - - Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
PAUL MICHAEL MINADEO - - - - - - - Solon, OH 
JONNA ELIZABETH MOSS - - - - - Mendham, NJ 
ANN MARIE MUCCI - - - - - - - - Clevelond, OH 
MAURA ELIZABETH NASH - - - - - - Evonston, IL 
CAROLYN DOUCETIE NEALON - - Pittsburgh, PA 
JEFFREY H. OBERST - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
mogno cum loude 
KAREN ANN OLIVIER - - - - - - Chogrin Falls, OH 
KELLY ANN ORMSBY - - - - Cleveland Heights, OH 
NANETIE M. PEARSON - - - - - - - - - Cormel, IN 
JOAN MARIE POWER - - - - - Shoker Heights, OH 
TERESA MARIA QUIRK - - - - - - - - - Muncie, IN 
CHRISTOPHER J. ROBINSON - - - - Ft. Thomos, KY 
TRACEY DAY ROGERS - - - - - - - - Boy Head, NJ 
LISA MARIE ROZZO - - - - - - - - - - Mentor, OH 
NICHOLAS DAMIEN RUNZA - - - - Kalamazoo, Ml 
ROBERT SCOTI SAPITA - - - - North Attleboro, MA 
TIMOTHY BRIAN SCHENKEL - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
cum loude 
CAROLYN S. SCOTI - - - - - - - - - Louisvi lle, KY 
cum loude 
JOHN PATRICK SENGEWALD - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
DAVID EUGENE SISKO - - - - - - Allison Pork, PA 
MICHAEL VINCENT SIUDA - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
MARY EILEEN SLATER - - - - - - - - - Wheoton, IL 
SUZANN MARIA STARZEC - - - - - - - Laurel, MD 
KIM MICHELLE STICKENY - - - - - Englewood, OH 
CHAROLOTIE J. STOUGH - Cope Girardeau, MO 
GREGORY SWETOHA - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
TIMOTHY P. SZINK - - - - - - - - - - Canton, OH 
DIANE MARIE TELECKY - - - - Bowl ing Green, OH 
MARY LYNN TIMPERMAN - - - - - - Mansfield, OH 
SUSAN MARY TORE - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
MARY ANN WELCH - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 




THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
ELLIS A. J OSEPH , D EAN 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ED UCA TION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MAUREEN ACKERMAN - - - - - - - Willoughby, OH 
BARBARA A. BERTSCH - - - - - - - - - - Sidney, OH 
SHELLY JO BLACK - - - - - - - - - Farmersville, OH 
BETH M. BOOSE - - - - - - - - - - - - Doyton, OH 
ANNE V BOYLAN - - - - - - - - - - - - Elyria, OH 
cum loude 
EILEEN M. BRODERICK - - - - - - - - - Flossmoor, IL 
KIMBERLY A. BROSNAN - - - - - Chagrin Falls, OH 
MARY K. CALLENTINE - - - - - - - - Ookwood, OH 
PATTY A. CAMPBELL - - - - - - West Carrollton, OH 
summo cum loude 
ANNIKA M. CAPPELLO - - - - - - - - Morristown, NJ 
ELIZABETH R. CLEARY - - - - - - - Rocky River, OH 
JULIE ANN CONBOY - - - - - - - - South Bend, IN 
AMY LYNN COURNAN - - - - - - - - Pittsford, OH 
KIMBERLY A. CRIDER - - - - - - - - - - Clayton, OH 
summo cum loude 
KATHLEEN J. DASE - - - - - - - - - - Granville, OH 
JULIE K. DESLOGE - - - - - - - - - - - St. Louis, MO 
JOANNE DiMARCO - - - - - - - West Chester, OH 
CATHERINE A. DODD - - - - - - - Wilmington, OH 
cum loude 
HEATHER J. DOHERTY - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
MAUREEN E. DONOHER - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
NANCY J. EISENBEIS - - - - - - - - - - St. Lou is, MO 
CAROL L. EVANS - - - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
cum loude 
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JULIE M. FAUST - - - - - - - - - - - - - Akron, OH 
SUZANNE M. FISHER - - - - - - - Rocky River, OH 
JULIE A. FOURNIER - - - - - - - - - - Syracuse, NY 
LINDA S. FROMHOLT - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
CHRISTINE A. FUCHS - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
mogno cum loude 
MARGARET A. FULLENKAMP - - - - Englewood, OH 
ELLEN E. GALLAGHER - - - - - - Western Springs, IL 
TERESA M. GRAVES - - - - - - - - - Bellbrook, OH 
SUSAN E. GREENAWAY - - - - ·_ - - Versailles, OH 
GRETCHEN A. HARTZ - - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
PATRICIA L. HENTRICK - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
summa cum laude 
ELIZABETH M. HOLCOMB - - - - - - - Norwalk, CT 
DEBRA R. HOYING - - - - - - - West Carrollton , OH 
LYNNE B. HUTCHISON - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
CYNTHIA M. JOHANNS - - - - - - - - Paulding, OH 
cum loude 
COLLEEN A. KELLY - - - - - - - - - - - Conton, OH 
KIMBERLY M. KEYES - - - - - - - - - - Fa irfield, OH 
FRED A. KLEINHENZ - - - - - - - - Moria Stein, OH 
JENNIFER A. KNEELAND - - - - - - East Aurora, NY 
DEIDRE A. KOSTOMAY - - - - - - - - - Fairfield, OH 
REBECCA A. KRAPF - - - - - - - - - - Pittsford, OH 
MARGARET L. KREKELER - - - - - - - - St. Lou is, MO 
MARGARET M. LIBEC V /rf - New Lebanon, OH 
.Lfiv oe 
LORI J. MANNING - - - - - - - - North Conlon, OH 
mogno cum loude 
LISA HALL MATHER - - - - - - - - Boy Village, OH 
KELLY M. McCABE - - - - - - - - - - Rochester, NY 
CAROL l. McCLAIN - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
ELIZABETH A. MELLOTI - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
MARY T. MICHAEL - - - - - - - - - Youngstown, OH 
summo cum loude 
LORRAINE A. MONAGHAN - - - - East Orange, NJ 
mogno cum loude 
University Honors Program 
LETITIA M. MONTAVON - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
SUSAN M. ONDRASEK - - - - - - - Beavercreek, OH 
._,.. cum loude 
JOANE. PAULY - - - - - - - - - - - - Bucyrus, OH 
JOANNA S. PETI!',c -k - - - - - - - - - Aurora, IN 
cum loude/flffd/11 
AMY B. POWELL - - - - - - - - - - Springfield, OH 
SANDRA L. PRESTEL - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
ELIZABETH A. REED - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
COLLEEN F. RESTA - - - - - ;,; - - - - Trout Run, PA 
~ cum loude /Y)/rC7°4 ,,,--
CELIA M. REYES - - - - - - - - - - Central Islip, NY 
BARBARA A. RITIER - - - - - - - - Port Clinton, OH 
MARY ANN SCHONS - - - - - - Huber Heights, OH 
cum loude 
CARRIE D. SHERWIN - - - - - - - - - Cazenovia, NY 
SUSAN C. SIPPEL - - - - - - - - - - - - - Buffalo, NY 
DAVID DOUGLAS SMIDD()Y -Ai\ - z ; A-J ~ tpw~ OH 
DEBORAH K. SMITH C E ~ ' - - ~ l - '15ayfon, OH 
LORI A. SOLDNER - - - - - - - - - Springfield, OH 
MARIA I. SOLE - - - - - - - - - - - - - Son Juan, PR 
cum loude 
LINDA J. STALLA - - - - - - - - - - - Westlake, OH 
cum loude 
MARY T. STAUB - - - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
MAUREEN E. SULLIVAN - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
JULIA A. SUNKES - - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
JUDY TAYLOR - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
THERESE M. VERWIEL - - - - - - - - - - Winfield, IL 
KIMBERLY K. WHEELER - - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
CYNTHIA A. WILIMITIS - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
KATHLEEN M. WILKINSON - - Cleveland Heights, OH 
DAVID W. YOUNG - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 
WILLIAM J. CAGLE - - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
MATIHEWW. LAWLESS - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
LINDA M. MASSARINI - - - - - - - Millersville, MD 
STEPHEN E. PHILLIPS - - - - - - - Huber Heights, OH 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
SUSAN E. HOELDERLE - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH DORITIA S. PELC - - - - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST 
tPETER M. IBAUGH - - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MICHELE L. EARLY - - - - - - - - Indianapolis, IN 
BRIAN M. FITZGERALD - - - - - - - McMurroy, PA 
DOUGLAS A. HOWARD - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
APRIL LYNN JOHNSON-YOUNG - - - Dayton, OH 
MICHELE D. KRUTY - - - - - - - - - - Manistee, Ml 
tMICHELLE L. TARG.f_,:Tt,,';.,; -,,_- ,;.. : nr p :.,.Brick, NJ 
VICKIE L. VANCE C -"-'1 ~= v JJ,1 Kettering, OH 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
RENEE M. FORDI - - - - - - - - - - - - Bayonne, NJ 
CAROL A. GOTIES - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
cum loude 
KATHLEEN F. GROGAN - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
THERESA M. KARGL - - - - - - - Jeffersontown, KY 
mogno cum loude 
JOSEPH P. MOLONY - - - - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
MARLENE M. PALMATARY - - - West Carrollton, OH 
CYNTHIA K. REINHART - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
MICHAEL E. SCANLAN - - - - - - - - Stoutsville, OH 
JENNIFER A. SCHUBERT - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
LAUREN M. SOBOLEWSKI - - Northfield Center, OH 
cum loude 
University Honors Program 
PATRICIA A. STOREN .- - - - - - Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
MARY K. WEBER - - - - - - - - - - - - Mentor, OH 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN VISUAL ART EDUCATION Jt~ J 
q~ 





THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
GORDON A. SARGENT, DEAN 
THE DEGREE - BA CHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
WILLIAM ROBERT BEER - ·tJ. - -, ->. -~ yton, OH 
DAVID THOMAS FRATEC. '/1J ~ ot th'cuclid, OH 
NANCY ANNE GALLAGHER - - - - - Lakewood, OH 
DEBBIE K. HERRMANN - - - - - - - - - Toledo, OH 
mogno cum loude 
University Honors Program 
THOMAS MICHAEL KARMAN - - - Waynesville, OH 
JOHN LENEHAN - - - - - - - - - - - - - Akron, OH 
BRIAN PATRICK McHUGH - - - - - - - Naperville, IL 
DANIEL JOHN McLAUGHLIN - - - - - Ash~o~ , OH,, 
cum loude L\' 11 • \]' 
\ ~ 
MICHAEL SHAWN O'CONNOR - - Beavercreek, OH 
JEFFREY CHARLES ORDING - - - - - - - - Troy, OH 
MARK JOSEPH PERRY - - - - - - West Chester, OH 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
MARK RYAN RICHARDS - - - - - - - Trotwood, OH 
cum loude 
KEVIN G. WALSH - - - - - - - - - - - - Parma, OH 
JAMES PATRICK WEIR - - - - - - Fairview Pork, OH 
WILLIAM HOWARD WRIGHT - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
EDWARD WILLIAM ZENK - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF CI VIL ENGINEERING 
GEORGE ABDALLAH ABBOUD 
- - - - - - - - - - - - Cornet Chohwon, Lebanon THOMAS ALLAN GRIES - - - - - - - Perrysburg, OH 
CHRISTINE SUSAN BECKER - - - - - - Holyoke, MA mogno cum loude 
KEVIN DAVID BEIL - - - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA DAVID RICHARD LUBELSKI - - - - - Vincentown, NJ 
JOSEPH C. BRZOZOWSKI - - - - - - - Dayton, OH tHARRY JAMES MAYLES, JR. - - - - - Wheeling, WV 
DAVID M. COX - - - - - - - - - - : ~ g"{'y, OH DENNIS ANTHONY WAH LE - - - - - Kettering, OH 
v~ l'. v1 HALEEM N. ZIHENNI - - - - - - - - Beirut, Lebanon 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR O> ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
WILLIAM P. AMATO - - - - - - - - - - Eastlake, OH 
MARK BERTHOLD AULFINGER - - - - Trenton, OH 
ROBERT J. BARTH - - - - - - - - - - Southgate, KY 
ADAM SPENCER BERNING - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
DAVID BERNARD BERTIAUX - - - - - - - Dubois, PA Ofl J/.., EDWARD ~ BETZ - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH f' PETER ANTHONY BEYERLE - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
tLESLIE TODD BIGHAM - - - - - - - - Portland, OR 
WILLIAM JOSEPH BRUMLEVE - - - - - Louisville, KY 
GLENN DAVID BRUNNER - - - - - - - Ashland, OH 
mogno cum loude 
University Honors Program 
KEVIN E. BURCHAM - - - - - - - - Hamilton, OH 
PETER WILLIAM CARINO - - - North Olmsted, OH 
CHRISTOPHER TODD COLLIVER - - Hillsboro, OH 
CESAR B. CRUZ - - - - - - - - - - - Jersey City, NJ 
PHILIP L. DETWEILER - - - - - - Germantown, OH 
summo cum loude 
University Honors Program 
JOSEPH JAMES DORSEY, JR. - - - - Willowick, OH 
JOSEPH DANIEL DREHER - - - - - - - Aurora, OH 
cum laude 
NICOLE MARY DRUMM - - - - - - - Loveland, OH 
ABDULLAH HASAN ABDUL-RAHMAN EBRAHEEM 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sofa!, Kuwait 
AARON JOSEPH EVANS - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
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ERIN LEE FAESSLER - - - ·_;, -J • - 'lo~[n!J'~ H 
CHRISTOPHER J. FEARDA~ '.,M -- a rove C~ 
THOMAS ANTHONY FELDKAMP - - - Louisville, KY 
JOHN CHRISOPH FELTZ - - - - - - - Fairborn, OH 
summo cum laude 
RONALD LEE FESSEL, JR. - - - - - - Defiance, OH 
summo cum loude 
RONALD JAMES FLEMING - - - - - - - Parma, OH 
cum loude 
DOUGLAS L. FRANCK - - - - - - - Tipp City, OH 
KURT DARWIN GARBARS - - - - - - - - Berwyn, IL 
PAUL C. GARRIGAN - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
GREGORY A. HANLIN - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
summo cum loude 
Q€m 4,~Q F. 11,to,RKER l'I 
University Honors Program 
~uy1on, Oft 
PAUL NICHOLAS HEILIGENBERG - - - Dayton, OH 
CARLOS ALBERTO HOFFMAN - Panama 6A, Panama 
KARL E. HORNING - - - - - - - - - Lakewood, OH 
ABBAS H. A. JASEM - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
RICHARD MICHAEL KERN - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
mogna cum loude 
JOHN WALTER KLUS - - - - - - - - - - Edina, MN 
ANN M. KONOPINSKI - - - - - - - - Zionsville, IN 
OLLEN J. LANDRUM - - - - - - Huber Heights, OH 
MARK E. LASSITER - - - - - - - - - - - Atoka, OK 
GREGORY MICHAEL LISCHKE - - - - - Duluth, GA 
JULIA E. MADDOCK - • • • • • - • • Dayton, OH 
cum loude 
THOMAS A. MARTIN - • • • - • • • • • Ripley, OH 
summo cum loude 
THOMAS EDWARD MASELKO - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
MICHAEL THOMAS MATOSKY - - - - Dayton, OH 
THOMAS EDWARD MEDL • • • • - - - Dayton, OH 
RICHARD THOMAS MONTGOMERY - Lourens, SC 
KEVIN THOMAS MOONEY - - - - Brookhaven, PA 
STEVEN MULLINS - - - - - - - - - - - Fairborn, OH 
PHILLIP ANDREW NAGY - - - - Huber Heights, OH 
cum loude 
JAMES STEPHEN NOWAK - - - - - Youngstown, NY 
PETER W. NYHLEN - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
THOMAS R. OLSON - - - - - - - - Northport, Ml 
GREGORY ALAN ORBASH - - - • - Avon Loke, OH 
cum loude 
ALICIA F. PAA - - - - - - - - - - - - Baltimore, MD 
STEPHEN EDWARD PLANER - - - - - Moss Point, MS 
ALAN S. PRICE - - - - - - - - - - - Brecksville, OH 
LORNA IRENE REVERE - • - - - - - • Dayton, OH 
LEONARD EARL ROBINSON - - - - - Dayton, OH 
RICHARD C. ROWLAND - - - - - - - - Xenia, OH 
MICHAEL W. RYAN - - - - - - - - - Bethel Pork, PA 
RONALD PAUL SALYER - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
JOE ALAN SANDERS - - - - - - - - - - - Dole, OK 
BRIAN WAYNE SCHAFER - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
JAMES A. SEIDENSCHMIDT - - - - - Kettering, OH 
ANTHONY ALLEN SERRAILE - - - - Los Vegas, NV 
KIMBERLY ROCHELLE SINGLETON - Ph iladelphia, PA 
CLAYTON SIPPOLA - - - - - - - - - Painesville, OH 
MARK WESLEY STRIKER - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
summo cum loude 
STEVE~ THOMAS STYDUHAR - - - - - Pueblo, CO 
ROBERT JOHN TETA - - - - - - - - Plontsville, CT 
ERIC THOMAS THIELE - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
ROGER WILLIAM THORPE - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
JOSEPH JOHN TIDONA - - - - - Kansas City, MO 
MATIHEW LEE TOMASHESKI - North Ridgeville, OH 
JENNA M. TRAVINSKY - - - - - - - Maineville, OH 
t DOUGLAS TRENT - - - - - - - - - - - Somerset, PA 
JEROME R. TUCKER - - - ·. - - - - - - Bucyrus, OH 
KARL W. VonLUHRTE - - - - - - - - - Canton, OH 
cum loude 
THOMAS EDGAR WILKINS - - - - - - - Albion, NY 
THOMAS EDWARD WILLE - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
CHEUTAUNIA WILLIAMS - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
NEWELL E. WORTHAM -,: .,-r,,4 - ;q,,Q9~H 
JOSEPH PATRICK WURS'J(....X/. _/.;_ 't5efiance, OH 
DENISE CHRISTINE YANKEL - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
JAMES G . YOUNG - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
PAUL CHRISTOPHER ZINGER - - - - - Palmyra, NY 
cum loude 1/ .t) if/)/ /Y "'J- '\ 
University ohors Program ~ ~ f' \J' 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING \0 
KURT DAVID ALEXANDER - - - - - Glen Rock, NJU DAVID KENNETH MacKENZIE - . - . Cincinnati, OH 
JEFFREY STUART ALLEN • • • • • • - - - Limo, OH ANTHONY JOHN MIRANDA - - - - Brooklyn, OH 
CHRISTIAN B. BARKER - - - - - - - - - Warren, VT DONNA ROSE MOTZ - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
WILLIAM RICHARD BRAISTED - - - - - Fairborn, OH J. MICHAEL MURRAY - - - - - • • . • LoVale, MD 
summo cum laude MICHAEL ROBERT OSTER - - - •• •. St. Louis, MO 
THOMAS M. BRUENEMAN - - - - - Cincinnati, OH mogna cum laude 
THOMAS GERARD CINDRIC - - • • Kettering, OH MARK FRANCIS PALUMBO - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
MICHAEL ALLEN CONLEE · - - - - - - Dayton, OH MARK J. PARTYKA - - - - - - - - • •. . Stow, OH 
WILLIAM DEFENDIEFER - - - - - - - Louisville, OH WILLIAM ALBERT PAUJ,1.J§.. - - - • • • Hamilton, OH 
THERESA LYNN DIETZ - - - - - - Lakeside Pork, NY Jl1Q9119-Cum loude ~ . p /J-1,?'1 A-
University Honors Program JAMES PETER POORMAN - - - - - - • Fremont, OH 
ROBERT JOHN DURBIN - - - - - - - - - Sidney, OH mogno cum laude 
mogno cum laude THOMAS D. PREVISH - - - - - - . . Cranberry, PA 
JOHN ROBERT GILLESPIE - - - - - - - Louisville, KY summo cum loude 
TROY ROBERT GRAHL - • - - - - - Brooklyn, OH DAVID P. QUIGLEY - - - - • • . . • Kettering, OH 
RICHARD MICHAEL GRANITE, JR. - - - Mentor, OH RANDALL L. REDMAN - - - - - - Beavercreek, OH 
STEVEN GREGORY HALL · · · · · Westchester, OH JOHN THOMAS REED - - - - - ..• Newark, OH 
JAMES FRANCIS HAROLD - - - New Rachelle, NY MICHAEL H. ROSE - - - - - - - Independence, OH 
CHRISTOPHER ALAN HOMOLA · • • Avon Lake, OH NATALIE JOAN SAYER - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
MARGARET FRANCES HUDOCK - - - Poland, OH STEVEN LEE SHIPARSKI - - - - - - Michigan City, IN 
STEVEN BRIAN HURTEAU - - - - - - Woonsocket, RI THOMAS McDUNN STEVENSON - •• Madeira, OH 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN IVARY - - - - Painesville, OH cum laude 
JOSEPH JOHN KELLY - - - - - - - • • • Xenia, OH University Honors Program 
STEPHEN JOHN KELLY • • • · • · · Hyde Pork, NY GREGORY A. STRUNKS - - • . . . • • Dayton, OH 
MARY ANN KRAWCZONEK - • • • • Brecksville, OH STEP'HEN JOHN TURLEY •..•••.. Oxford, CT 
TIMOTHY E. LARGER - • • · · · · • • • Russia, OH CHARLES TYLER - - - - - - - • . Willow Grove, PA 
JEFFREY ALLEN LEISTEN - - • • • • Cincinnati, OH JOSEPH P. WETZEL - - - • • . . • • • Dayton, ~ 
THE DEGREE - BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY JD 0 Ji 
BIO-ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
JEAN ELIZABETH BARNEY - - - - - - - Penfield, NY 
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CHEMICAL PROCESS TECHNOLOGY 
KELLI JO BORELLO Beaver Falls, PA 
cum loude 
STEPHEN L. GUNDERSON - - - - - Mt. Pleasant, Ml 
LAWRENCE DONALD HOHENBRINK, JR. 
• . . . • - - - - - - • • - - - - - Graytown, OH 
CAROL LYNNE JOHNSON INSKEEP - M iamisburg, OH 
cum laude 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
JOHN JAMES BROWN - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
CHRISTOPHER BENJAMIN BUSH - - - Fairport, NY 
tMICHAEL ARTHUR CORDONNIER - - Dayton, OH 
JOSEPH ANDREW DUPAY Ill - - - - - - Parma, OH 
GREGORY ALAN FLORENZO - - - - Columbia, MD 
MARTIN JOHN KIMMEL V - - - - - - Wayland, NY 
DARREL SCOTI MOORE, JR. - - - - - Trenton, OH 
cum loude 
KEVIN PIOTROWICZ - - - - - - - - - - - Erie, PA 
SANDHYA (SANDY) R. RAJU - - - - Kettering, OH 
PATRICK LINWOOD RUSSO ; - - - - Stamford, CT 
GLORIA GETGEN STENGEL - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
MATIHEW SCOTI STENGEL - - - - - Dayton, OH 
WILLIAM D. SULLIVAN - - - - - - - - Louisville, KY 
DAVID V. UNVERFERTH - - - - - - - - - Kal ida, OH 
GLEN WILLIAM WOOD - - - - - - - Timonium, MD 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MARY EILEEN BOYLE - - - - - - - - Vandalia , OH MARIANNE PIEKUTOWSKI - - - - - - Latham, OH 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
81M,Qbi¥ .AORO~I iiO bQWl~I ~ H 
LESTER E. BUZA II - - - - - - - - - - - Essexville, Ml 
STEVEN JOSEPH CALDWELL - - - - - Dayton, OH 
t JEFFREY DEWITI CALMES - - - - - Springboro, OH 
STEVEN ANTHONY COUTURE - - - - Dayton, OH 
SCOTI DAVID DANIEL - - - - - - - - Fairport, NY 
ANTHONY DEPAOLA - - - - - Berkeley Heights, NJ 
magna cum laude 
DREW A. DUBRAY - - - - - - - - - - Cleveland, OH 
VIKKI LYNN HARDY - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
MUNA AHMED HASAN - - - - - - - - - - - Kuwait 
FADHEL ABBAS HUSAIN - - - - - - - - - - Kuwait 
EDWARD W. JOHNSON - - - - - - - Lebanon, OH 
mogno cum laude 
TIMOTHY WILLEM KAHLMAN - - - - - - Granby, CT 
RICHARD THOMAS KIKO, JR. - - North Canton, OH 
magno cum loude 
THOMAS A. KOENIG - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
DAVID PATRICK LEAHY - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
DAVID LEE MANCHESTER - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
LARRY ANTHONY QUEEN - - - - - - - - Troy, OH 
MICHAEL LYNN ROBERTS - - - - - - - - Shelby, OH 
PAMELA CATHERINE SANSALONE - Cincinnati , OH 
SUSAN MARY SLIWA - - - - - - - - - - Bowie, MD 
magna cum laude 
STEVEN PAUL STRUCKMAN - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
JOHN RICHARD TITUS - - - - - - Springfield, OH 
CELESTE MARIE WHITE - - - - - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
JOHN DOUGLAS WICKERSHAM - - - Dayton, OH 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
WALEED KHALID AL-DERAIEI - - - - - - - • Kuwait 
HAIDER ALI - - - - - - - - - - - - • • · · · Kuwait 
MUSTAFA A. DASHTI - - - - - - - - • • · · Kuwait 
MICHAEL KENNETH FISHER - - - - - Vandal ia, OH 
KENNETH JOSEPH FRANCIS - - - - - - Russia, OH 
cum laude 
LAURA L. GEISER - - - - - - - - - - • Pork Hills, KY 
mogno cum laude 
SCOT F. KOIF • - - - - - - - - - Hoffman Estates, IL 
JOHN DAVID KOKENGE - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
KIRK GERARD KRAUSE - - - - - - - - St. Louis, MO 
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JOHN F. LAWSON - - - - - - - - - - Fa irport, NY 
EDWARD STEPHEN OPFERMAN - - - Pittsburgh, PA 
TIMOTHY K. O ' RYAN - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
DANIEL BRETI OSIKA - - - - - - - - Shoreham, NY 
tEDWARD VINCENT PATIERSON - - Middletown, OH 
MICHAEL RICHARD RINALDI - - - - Annandale, VA 
KENNETH EUGENE SHANK - - - - - Trotwood, OH 
CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM SNIDER - - - Dayton, OH 
KARL ALLEN SUCHOZA - - - - - - - McMurroy, PA 
SAMUEL S. WARNE - - - - - - - Virginia Beach, VA 
RONALD RAY WERTS II - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
GRADUATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
F RANC IS M. LAZAR US, D EAN 
GEO RGE B. NOLAN D, D EAN FOR G RADUATE STUDI ES AND RESEARC H 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF ARTS 
COMMUNICATION 
BRENDA K. COOPER - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
(B.A., Wright State University, '86) 
ENGLISH 
DARRELL M. ALBON - - - - - - Spring Valley, OH 
(B.A., Carleton University, '86) 
ALEXIS K. McHENRY - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
(B.A., University of Dayton, '86) 
tJAMES M. BOEHNLEIN, S.M . - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '73) 
tKAREN CHJVJNSKY - - - - - - - - - - - Sarver, PA 
(B.S., Marywaad College, '86) 
MADELINE S. LEET - - - - - - - - - Brookville, OH 
(B.A., Central M ichigan University, '72) 
DOUGLAS J. SMITH - - - - - - - - Cincinnati, OH 
(B.A., University of Dayton, '86) 
RUTH D. WESTFALL - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Ohio University, '83) 
HISTORY 
tDAVID K. THOMPSON - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Cedarville, College, '85) 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
tGREGORY G. CAIAZZO - - - - - - Portsmouth, VA 
(B.A., Maryknall College, '71) 
(M.A., Webster University, '84) 
PASTORAL MINISTRIES 
LISA S. DANIELSEN - - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '86) 
KEVIN L. HIBNER - - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., University of Dayton, '86) 
KATHLEEN B. KAMMER - - - - - - - -
(B.A., Our Lady of Cincinnati, '61) 
PHILOSOPHY 
THEODORE M . D. COOKE - - - - - - - Danbury, CT 
(B.S., University of Scranton, '82) 
(B.A., University of Scranton, '83) 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Dayton, OH 
KAREN A. NASELIUS - - - - - - - Huber Heights, OH 
(B.S., University of Illinois, '84) 
MELISSA E. NICCUM - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Florida State University, '86) 
PETER F. NICCUM - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Idaho Stale University, '83) 
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DOUGLAS K. USHIJIMA - - - - - - - - Fairborn, OH 
(B.S., University of Southern Cal iforn ia, '84) 
PSYCHOLOGY 
JERILYN M. BOVENZI - - - - - Rochester Hills, Ml 
(B.S., Indiana University, '80) 
tCHRJSTINE ENNEKING-MINCK 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - West Carrollton, OH 
(B.A., Gonzaga University, '84) 
tDEAN H. ORRELL II - - - - - - - Bridgewater, MA 
(B.S., Wright State University, '83) 
tJOHN P. ZENYUH - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., United States Air Force Academy, '84) 
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
tMARK A. ANTHONY - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH tCHARLES VAN HECK Ill - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Pontifical College Josephinum, '80) A (B.A., Rompoo College of New Jersey, '63) 
tROBERT J. NASH - - - - - - - - Essex Junction, VT 1 , . (B.S.Ed., State College at Boston, '62) , Ii . , ) 
(M.E., Northeastern University, '65) 
1 
"( if 
(M.A., Georgetown University, '84) \ 
\ 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF CLINICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
DEBRA K. MOUNT - - - - - - - - - - - Franklin, OH 
(B.A., Miami University, '76) \ vJ 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
tADEL A. ALI - - - - - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH SERGIO GOMEZ-ZARATE - - - Asuncion, Paraguay 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '85) (Licenciotura, Universidod Nocionol de 
tJANICE K. AL-YASIN - - - - - - - New Madison, OH Asuncion, '85) 
(A.B., Ohio Universi ty, '74) MARY N. JOHNSON - - - - - - - Englewood, OH 
JOHN S. BELT - - - - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH (B.S., Miami University, '79) 
(B.T., University of Dayton, '80) ABDEL-HAD! METTAWA - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
THOMAS J. BURKE - - - - - - - - - Bellbrook, OH (B.S., University of Dayton, '86) 
(B .S., John Carroll University, '79) MAZEN K. ZALLOUM - - - Hebron, West Bonk Israel 
BARBARA L. DESCHAPELLES - - - - - - - Troy, O li.""' (B.S., Coventry Lonchester Polytechnic, '82) 
(B.S., World University, '73) I • - l' · \>J 
(M.A., University of Dayton, '82) \)I '? 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
DEBORAH J. GASTON - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '82) 
MONICA T. NOTESTINE - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Wright Stole University, '83) 
JOSEPH P. PATSY - - - - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
(B.S., United States Air Force Academy, '85) 
DAVID L. RICH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Xenia, OH 
(B.A., Cedarville College, '83) 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE 
BIOLOGY 
tMARY E. BEGOVIC - - - - - - - - - Cleveland, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '84) 
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tROBERT J. GULAKOWSKI - - - - - - Central City, PA 
(B.A., Washington and Jefferson College, '85) 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOU LD, DEAN 
GEORGE B. NOLAND, DEAN FOR GRADUATE STU DIES AND RESEARC H 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF B USINESS ADMINISTRATION 
t RICHARD MARIO BALLERINI - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Potsdam State College, '85) 
ROBERT H. BENNETI - - - - - - - Beavercreek, OH 
(B.A., University of Louisville, '76) 
MARK BERNER - - - - - - - - West Carrollton, OH 
(B.S., Wright State, '72) 
tLYNN EDWARD BLACKSTONE - - - Marysville, OH 
(B.B.A., Ohio University, '79) 
DEBORAH ANN BOLEK - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '84) 
tROGER D. BRAUN - - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '66) 
(M.S., Ohio State University, '82) 
DAVID W. DALTON - - - - - - - - - - - Dublin, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '80) 
ERNIE D~MICO, JR. - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '78) 
t JAMES MILTON DOWNING Florence, SC 
(B.S., Lamar University, '70) 
MARK IRWIN GELDERLOOS - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., University of Michigan, '69) 
tDENISE DIANE GOGGINS - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Kentucky, '83) 
ANITA JOYCE HALES - - - - - Hoffman Estates, OH 
(B.A., North Texas State, '72) 
D. KEITH HAWK, JR. - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, '77) 
DARRYLL LEE HECK - - - - - - - New Carlisle, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '74) 
tEUGENE J. HORGOS - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
(B.T. , University of Dayton, '73) 
LORI ANN HUGHES - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, 'Bl) 
DANNY L. INMAN - - - - - - - - - - Franklin, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '85) 
ALLISON RENEE JEWELL - - - West Carrollton, OH 
(B.S., Miami University, '84) 
tDAVID G. JOHNS - - - - - - - - - Westerville, OH 
(B.A., Hiram College, '83) 
JAMES J. KARWEL - - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
(B.S., Drexel University, '83) 
FANTINE M. KERCKAERT - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Miami University, '84) 
BRIAN JOSEPH KISIEL - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green Stole University, '82) 
tJEFF A. KULIK - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.T., University of Dayton, '83) 
DEBORAH ANN LIPTAK - - - - - - - Kettering , OH 
(B.T. , University of Dayton, '83) 
FRANK LESLIE LOCKHART - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., West Virginia Wesleyan College, '76) 
SANDRA JEAN MAIORANO - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '84) 
RAY MICHAEL MARTIN - - - - - - Springfield, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '78) 
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t JOHN P. McCOMB - - - - - - Westerville, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, '76) 
tTHOMAS DAVID McKEEVER II - - - Worthington, OH 
(B.A. , Muskigum College, '80) 
STEVEN M. MICHEL - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '78) 
STEPHEN AUGUSTINE MOLICK - - - - - Dublin, OH 
(B.M .E., Cleveland State University, 73) 
tMICHAEL J. MONNIN - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S ., Ohio State University, '85) 
t JEFF ALAN NUCKLES - - - - - - Reynoldsburg, OH 
(B.A., Ohio Northern University, '79) 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL O 'DANIEL 
(B.A., The College of Wooster, '83) 
JOSEPH GERARD OSTERDAY - - -
(B.A., University of Dayton, '82) 
Gahanna, OH 
Kettering, OH 
tWAYNE F. PISANO - - - - - - - - Sommerville, NJ 
(B.S., St. John Fisher, '76) 
tEDWARD ALAN RAMMEL - - - - - Miamisburg, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '75) 
BETH ANN RANDELL - - - - - - - - Southfield, Ml 
(8.8.A. , Cleveland State University, '83) 
GARY WALTER RASDORF - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
(8.8.A., Northwood Institute Michigan, '79) 
JEROLD W. RICHARDS - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '82) 
DONNA SANDOW - - - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
(A.B., Morehead State University, '73) 
AMITAVA SANYAL - - - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S.Ph., University of Sauger (Indio), '64) 
(M.S.Ph., University of Sauger (Indio), '67) 
(Ph.D., Jodovpur University (Indio) , '71) 
WILLIAM M. SCHAEFER - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.A., Ohio State University, '74) 
JEAN J. SIMS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Xenia, OH 
(B.S., Pork College, '83) 
tROGER ALLEN SOURS - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '84) 
SCOTI S. STAUCH - - - - - - - - Westerville, OH 
(B.S., Franklin University, '82) 
tWILLIAM JOHN STEWART - - - - - Kettering, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '80) 
BARBARA BALDWIN STINSON - - Trotwood, OH 
(B.S., Central Stole University, '83) 
t DANIEL LEE SWIGERT - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Miami University, '76) 
CHARLES C. THOMPSON - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.A., Wittenberg University, '79) 
LARRY JAMES TISLOW - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '82) 
ROBERT KENTON TRAMMELL - - - - Centerville, PA 
(B .S., Southern Illinois University, 'BO) 
MARILYN S. WEIDNER - - - - - - - Centerville, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '83) 
tTHOMAS A. WHITE - - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH tTHOMAS ALAN ZIELINSKI - - - - Westerville, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, 'BO) (B.S., Michigan State University, '80) 
SHARON J. YUAN - - - - - - - - Worthington, OH ,,.J\ 
(B.S., Ohio Stole University, '82) 't ' ) 
~Vt 4' u 
\ 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
ELLIS A. JOSEPH, DEAN 
GEORG E B. NOLAND , DEAN FOR GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEA RC H 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ED UCATION 
CHILD/YOUTH DEVELOPMENT 
t ODESSA C. BOLTZ - - - - - - - - - Clarington, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, '66) 
tLINDA JEAN GEHRING - - - - - - - Hubbard OH 
(B.S., Youngstown State University, '70) ' 
GAIL M. IMPSON - - - - - - - - - - Cedarville, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '69) 
tMARILYN ANN McCAIN - - - Mingo Junction, OH 
(A.B., West Liberty State College, '72) 
tLARRY D. RUDLOFF - - - - - - - East Palestine, OH 
(B.S., Kent State University, '74) 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
FRANCES NOEL BARBER - - - - - - - - Xenia, OH 
(B .S., Miami University, '74) 
tDONALD W. BEANE - - - - - - - Englewood, OH 
(B.S., University of Idaho, '72) 
DONNA W. BLACKBURN - - - - - - - - Xenia, OH 
(B.A., Wilberforce University, '70) 
KAREN LOUISE BLEVINS - - - - Yellow Springs, OH 
(B.S. , Wittenberg University, '76) 
DAVID NORWOOD BRANCH - - - - Waterford, CT 
(B.A., Baldwin-Wallace College, '76) 
tKEVIN L. BRINKMAN - - - - - - - - - Ottawa, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '84) 
MARY ETIA BROOKS - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '66) 
NANCY SUE BROOKS - - - - - New Bremen, OH 
(B.S., Miami University, '63) 
!Cl IE~Vl /tt04 El 1,0 t4iiRLAltL Ba!lefactoioe OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '81) 
BARBARA J. COCHRAN - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '76) 
SAUNDRA KAY COLLIE - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '77) 
GENEVA CONNALLY - - - - - - - Trotwood, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '79) 
tSHARON CHRISTINE DeMARCO Steubenville, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, '74) 
MARYL. ELY - - - - - - - - - - - - Trotwood, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '72) • 
tDIANA S. FAILOR - - - - - - - - Bellefontaine, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '68) 
DWAYNE D. FORGEY - - - - - - - Rio Grande, OH 
(B.S., Rio Grande College, '84) 
tHARRY KIRK GLASGOW - - - - - - - Bannock, OH 
(B.S., Eastern Kentucky University, '76) 
JUDITH ANN GREEN - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '71) 
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tJOHN PATRICK GUHDE - - - Kettering, OH 
(B.S. , University of Dayton, '72) 
KAREN JEAN HENDERSON - - - - - Trotwood, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '68) 
LYNN MICHELE HICKMAN - - - - Beavercreek, OH 
(B .S., Rio Grande College, '83) 
EUGENE F. HOENING, JR. - - - - New Weston , OH 
(B.S., Wilmington College, '79) 
GUY ARTHUR HULL - - - - - - - North Canton, OH 
(B.A., Molone College, '81) 
SUSAN M. JACQUES - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Russell Sage College, '63) 
IRMA D. JAMES - - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Albany State College, '68) 
EARLENE W. KENDRICK - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Chicago Teachers College, '63) 
LINDA ELIZABETH KREMER - - - New Bremen, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '81) 
LENNIE S. LEE - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A. , Antioch College, '87) 
ANTHONY EDWARD MANTELL - - Portsmouth, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, '77) 
CLARA MARIE McCLELLAN - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Alabama A&M University, '66) 
PHYLLIS E. McGILL - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '67) 
Posthumously 
M . DIANE MERINGLEO - - - - - - - - - Limo, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '76) 
JAMES FRANCIS MERKOWITZ - - - - Leesburg, OH 
B.S., Ohio University, '82) 
CURTISS LAMAR MITCHELL - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
B.S., Central State University, '76) 
PAULINE SPRING MONEY - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., ~ I 61311! University, '75) 
Uj) 5'1 
MACEY D. NEILSON - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, 72) 
MARILYN J. H. PARKER - - - - - - - Trotwood, OH 
(B.S., Tennessee State University, 70) 
ANN MARIE PAYNE - - - - - - - - - • Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, '68) 
MARILYN PAYNE - - - - - - - - - - - Jackson, OH 
(B.A., Ohio University, '60) 
MARSHA JOANN PERKINS - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S. , Ohio State University, 76) 
SANDRA CHERYL PETRIE-FORGEY - Rio Grande, OH 
(B.S., Rio Grande College, '84) 
PAULINE GENTRY POPE - - - - - - - - - Lima, OH 
(B.S., Alabama A & M University, '69) 
(M.S., State University at NY, 74) 
YVONNE RALL-CARTER - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '83) 
tLAWRENCE J. RAMMEL - - - - - - - Coldwater, OH 
(B.A., Bluffton College, 76) 
CAROL ELAINE ROBERTS-WILLIAMS - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, 71) 
MAXINE RUTLEDGE - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, 73) 
ANNE E. SCHLEICH - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S.N., University of Cincinnati, '64) 
~A•l~A LL SE LL& Odyto·n, OH 
, ,JB.S.,_Qhjo Stote-UnLver.sitV,--:82 
HARRIETIA M . SOMMER - - - - - - - - - Troy, OH 
(Nursing, St. Elizabeth School of Nursing, '63) 
(B.S., Central State University, 78) 
BONNIE SELF SPAHR - - - - South Charleston, OH 
(B.A., Urbana University, 74) 
tNELSON C. STADLER - - - - - - - Woodsfield, OH 
(B.A., West Liberty State College, 72) 
tKAREN LEE THOMAS - - - - - - - Rio Grande, OH 
(B.S., Rio Grande College, 72) 
BARBARA A. WATSON - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Wilberforce University, 73) 
WILLIE E. WEAVER - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Central State University, '67) 
~ THERINE D. WINKLER - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Mt. St. Joseph College, '53) 
ZIAD A. ZENNIE - - - - - - - - - - Beirut, Lebanon 
(Baccalaureate II International College, '69) 
(B.A., American Un iversity of Beirut, 72) 
(M.A., University of Dayton, 74) 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
tLAWRENCE HOLMAN CLOYD II - - West Milton, OH 
(B.S.E., Wright State University, 75) 
GENEVA JAMES FLANARY - - - - - Kettering, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '58) 
tDELORIS MAE HALL - - - - - - East Liverpool, OH 
(B.A., Kent State University, 73) 
A. KATHERINE KRATZER - - - - - Georgetown, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, 74) 
TONI GALL LEHMAN - - - - - - - - - Hilliard, OH 
(B.A., Capital University, '85) 
tSONDRA KAY NORMAN - - - - - - - Brilliant, OH 
(A.B., West Liberty State College, 76) 
KELLY JEAN OBERLIN - - - - - - - - Tipp City, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '81) 
CARbA ~AYi •lomi~i;)S 11,illieRti 01-1 -
(B.S., Malone College, '83) 
tCONNIE JO SMITH - - - - - - - - - Gall ipolis, OH 
(B.S., Rio Grande College, '82) 
tWENDY ELIZABETH SPEER - - - - - - - Colliers, WV 
(A.B., West Liberty State College, 72) 
M..A4.liR¥Y./.4,l,b~lb.i.l •lll,,ii;-.•jj,ll<;iiilili-------+l('l!c,Nll'C"c,mi,r!!l9T.', -E0~1TI - -- CINDY SUE TENNEY - - - - - - - - Lithopolis, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '80) (B .S., Otterbein College, 75) 
JENNY ELIZABETH MIKOS - - - - • • Dayton, OH t SUSAN LOUISE PENDLETON TUCCERI 
(B.S., Wright State University, 76) 
iERI \; ILLIAiOiS Jo'iltt:ER - - - - - - - - 6tiylori , OH 
(B.A., Wittenberg University, 76) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - Rio Grande, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, '68) 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
LEIGH A. ALEXANDER - - - - - Mingo Junction, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, 77) 
KATHY JODREY 
(A.B., Wilmington College, 79) 
- - Winchester, OH 
SCHOOL COUNSELING 
tTHOMAS K. CELLAR • • - - • - • - Delaware, OH 
(B.A., Capital University, 75) 
t MICHAEL EDWARD COLE - - - - - - - - Lima, OH 
(A.B., Heidelberg College, 73) 
JERE L. CORVEN - • • • - - - - - - Gahanna, OH 
(B.A., Capital University, 79) 
tVANESSA M. DEMETRIADES - - - - - - Dayton , OH 
(B.S., Indiana State College, '60) 
tCYNTHIA ANN ELLSWORTH - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Western Connecticut State College, '72) 
(M.Ed., Ohio University, 76) 
TERRI BASHORE HAYES - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Otterbein College, 79) 
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tSUSANNE L. HOLZAPFEL - - - - Reynoldsburg, OH 
(B.S., Edinboro State College, '67) 
ANN ELIZABETH KOCH - - - - - • • • • Lima, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '81) 
LaVERN DELORES LEE - - - - - - - • Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Wilberforce University, 75) 
tCHERYL ANNE LINCOLN - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Eastern Kentucky University, 76) 
CARLA J. LOCKEMEYER - - - - - - - • Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, 79) 
DEANNE L. MILLER - - - - - • • • • • • Lima, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '83) 
tJEANINE MARGARUM NELL - - - - - - Lima, OH 
(B.S., Bowling Green State University, 70) 
NANCY YOUNG RAPP - - - - - - - - Kenton, OH 
(B.S., Bowl ing Green State University, 74) 
RENEE RENICO - - - - - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, 78) 
DIANE SCHWENDENMAN - - -
(B.S., Ohio State University, 79) 
Columbus, OH 
tCHARLES JOSEPH STANDER, S.M . - - Cincinnati, OH 
(B.A., University of Dayton, 73) 
(M.Divinity, University of St. Michal's College, '81) 
tBARBARA JEAN TARANTINO - - - Louisville, OH 
(B.A., Greenville College, 72) 
tRAYMOND SCOTI WILLIAMSON Baltimore, OH 
(B.S. , Ohio University, 72) 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
DIANE CLINE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Troy, OH 
(B.A., Kent State University, '68) 
tKATHY ANN ELIFRITZ - - - - - - - Englewood, OH 
(B.S., University of Kentucky, 74) 
GARRY KIM FASHNER - - - - - - - - - - Piqua, OH 
(B.A., Wright State University, '87) 
FRED S. JONES Ill - - - - - - - West Carrollton, OH 
(B.A., The University of Alabama, '86) 
J.O CK Ot t ~I ttel~ llQGI I F a hli:., 91 1 
(B.S., Miami University, 73) 
tSTANLEY A. OLWINE - - - - - West Carrollton, OH 
(B.S., Kent State University, 72) 
SUSAN LYNNE WINSLOW PUTNAM - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Purdue University, 75) 
CYNTHIA LOU SCHRODER - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Ohio University, 75) 
ANNE C. WISNIOWSKI - - - - - - - Columbus, OH 
(B.S., Indiana University of PA, '83) 
SOCIAL AGENCIES COUNSELING 
SHARON M. AUSTIN - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '83) 
PAUL E. BELJAN - - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.A., Wright State University, '86) 
ANNETIE DIX CASELLA - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '64) 
HILDEGARD MARIA CHANEY - - - Westerville, OH 
(B.A., Otterbein College, '81) 
(B.A., Otterbein College, '86) 
tMARY ANN BRUHN DICKMAN - - - - Marion, OH 
(13.S.N., Capital University, '62) 
tJEANNETIE MARIE FELTER - - - - - - - Lima, OH 
(B..A., Cleveland State University, 76) 
JQ¥€E LEE 60 L85:\\ITI I - - !lofflb fl , 0 1, 
(B.S., Bluffton College, '83) 
EILEEN CAROL JACOB - - - - - - - Cincinnati , OH 
(B.S., University of Dayton, '86) 
PEGGY ANNE LAWRENCE - - - - - - - - Ada, OH 
(B.A., Findlay College, '84) 
BARBARA L. PLAUGHER - - - - - - - - Harrod, OH 
(B.S., St. Joseph College, '84) 
SUSAN J. SHELTON - - - - - - - - - Tipp City, OH 
(B.A., University of Dayton, 78) 
JOSEPHINE ANNE STEMEN - - - - - - - Sidney, OH 
(B.S., Texas Woman's University, '83) 
tVALERIE THORNTON - - - - - - - - - Bellaire, OH 
(B.A., West Liberty State College, 77) 
(M.A., West Virginia University, '83) 
t JUDITH MAY YODER - - - - - - - - Plain City, OH 
(B.A., Goshen College, '67) 
STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES 
tRANDALL J. NEISES • • • • • • • • • Centerville, OH CATHERINE ALEEN QUEENER - • - • _· ,.paytol , OH 
(B.A., Bowling Green State University, 75) (B.S., Wright State University, '83) ~")'I~ lJV 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TEACHING g- I\ \) 
MARY E. MEDBERRY - - - - - - - - - - Enon, OH 
(B.S., Iowa State University, '68) 
JOHN STEVEN MEYER - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '85) 
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tSALLY H. WORMAN - - - - - - - - - Kettering, OH 
(B.A., University of Southern California, '80) 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
GORDO A. SARGENT, D EAN 
GEORGE B. NOLAND, D EAN FOR GRADUATE STUDIES AND R ESEARCH 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
WILLIAM S. ANDES . • • • • • • • • Springfield, OH RANDY G. MOLTEN • • • • • • • • • Kettering, OH 
(B.M.E. , University of Dayton, '86) (B.S., Virginie Polytechnic Institute ond 
JON H. CHAMPION •• •••• ••• Oakwood, OH University, '84) 
(B.S., Purdue University, '82) JAMES A. NEUMEISTER • • • • • • • • Fairborn, OH 
JED E. MARQUART • • ••• : •••• Centerville, OH ,,J\ (B.S., United Stoles Air Force Academy, '77) 
(B.S.M .E., Ohio Northern University, '80) 6 l' 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMI CA L ENGINEERING 
ROGER L. UNTIEDT • • • • • • • • • •• Union, OH ,J\ JEFFREY F. VAN PATIEN • • • • West Carrollton, OH 
(B.A., University of Minnesota, '80) '{ ' · (B.S., Rice University, '81) 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIEN8£ IN CI VIL ENGINEERING 
CHARBEL E. BECHIR • • • • • • • · • Kettering, OH DAVID LEE SMITH • •••••• • • • Trotwood, OH 
(B.C.E., University of Dayton, '80) (B.S.E.E., Ohio State University, '84) 
DANIEL R. BOWMAN · • • • • • • • • • Union, OH _,J\ 
(B.C.E., University of Dayton, '85) :} 1' 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
tRADAAN AYADH DOSARI • • • • • •• Fairborn, OH JULIE A. PENDERGAST • • • • • • • • Fairborn, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '85) (B.M.E., Cathol ic University, '83) 
JAMES G. GROTE . • •••••• Yellow Springs, OH JOSEPH J. SACCHINI • • • • • • • • • Dayton, OH 
(B.S.E.E., Ohio State University, 78) (B.E., Youngstown State University, '84) 
GREGORY M. HICKEY • • • • • • • Kettering , OH ALAN STRADER • ••••••• •• Miamisburg, OH 
(B.E.E., Universi ty of Dayton, '85) (B.E.E., University of Dayton, '85) 
tSTEVEN HOENIG • • • • • • • • • • Kettering , OH MAZEN K. ZALLOUM • · • • • • • • • Dayton, OH 
(B.S.E.E., Ohio State University, '83) 1"!{\ (B.S., Coventry Lonchester Polytechn ic, '82) OENARDI LAWANTO • • • • • Surabaya, lndonesi ' (B .S.E.E., Iowa State University, '86) 
\ 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRO-OPTICS 
tEVERETI J. REA, JR. • • • • • • • • • • Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Rochester, '77) f 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE I~ ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
tDAVID M. DeNOFRIO · • • • • • • • • Dayton , OH DANIEL PENDERGAST, Ill ••••••• Fairborn, OH 
(B.S., Norwich Un iversity, '84) (B.M.E., Catholic University, '84) 
MICHAEL HICKS • • • • • • • • • Springboro, OH tDOUGLAS G. SCHWAAB • • • • • • • . Xenia, OH 
(B.S., University of Cincinnati, '83) (B.S., Porks College of St. Louis University, 74) 
tCHRISTOPHER J. KAYE • • • • • • • • Dayton, OH tWILLIAM W. TARVIN · • •••••••• Fa irborn, OH 
(B.I.S.E., University of Dayton, 79) ,,I\ (B.S., Auburn University, '84) 
ANTHONY B. LOPEZ • • · • • • • • • Fa irborn, OH,1 1' OBA L. VINCENT • • Wright-Potterson AF Bose, OH 
(B.E.E., Manhattan College, '85) '1J (B.E., Youngstown State University, '81) 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
NITIN C. SHAH •••• • • • • • • Miamisburg, OH 
(B.S., Univers ity of Illinois at Chicago, '82) 
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THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
EDWARD E. HERMES • • • • • • • • Beavercreek, OH YAOFU XIAO· • • • • • • • • • • • • • Bejing, Chino 
(B.S., Wright State University, '83) (B.S., Bei jing University of Iron and Steel 
MICHAEL LAIMAN • • • • • • • • - • Kettering, O H__, ,{\ Technology,, '64) 
(B.S., Boston University, '86) ·) J' · 
THE DEGREE - MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
CHRISTIAN 0 . AYINOTU • • • • - • • • Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Ohio State University, '83) 
WILLIAM M. BRUNINGA • • • • • • • Dayton, OH 
(B.S., University of Southern Californ ia, '84) 
ANDREW CZUPIK • • • • • • • • • • Oakwood, OH 
(B.M.E., University of Dayton, '86) 
DENNIS E. DALEY • • Wright-Potterson AF Bose, OH 
(B.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, '85) 
STEPHEN W. DUDA ••••• • • • • Kettering, OH 
(B.M.E., University of Dayton, '85) 
~1At4 It FIEL!!i! 8 0 ,1011, Em 
(B.S., University of Missouri-Rollo, '86) 
MICHAEL F. GLANTZ • • • • • • • • Centerville, OH 
(B.S.M.E., Ohio State University, '83) 
tDAVID M . JENNET • • • • • • • • • • Arlington, TX 
(B.S., University of Nebraska, '80) 
tTIMOTHY PAUL JENNEWINE • • • Beavercreek, OH 
(B.S.C.E., Ohio State University, '84) 
(M.B.A., Wright State University, '84) 
KYMBAL L. MALONE • • • • • • • • Kettering, OH 
(B.S.E., United States Air Force Academy, '85) 
JAJ;t:ES W. Nt.cC:4.RTI IV lte11e. i11g, at I 
(B.S., Clemson University, '86) 
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MICHAEL P. OSGOOD - • • • • • · • • Fallon, NV 
(B.M.E., University of Dayton, '85) 
RICKY L. PETERS • • • • • • • West Alexandria, OH 
(B.S., Wright State University, '84) 
BEATRIZ C. RODRIGUEZ • • • • • • • Dayton, OH 
(B.S.E., Wright State University, '84) 
tFARZAD M . SHAHSHAHANI • • • West Lafayette, IN 
(B.S.M.E. , Purdue University, 79) 
(M.S., Wright State University, '85) 
RALPH M . SHIMOVETZ - • • • • • • Bellbrook, OH 
(B.M .E., University of Dayton, '65) 
THOMAS G. SHROYER • • • • • • Englewood, OH 
(B.S.A.E., University of Cincinnati , 76) 
JON M. SUTIERFIELD • • • • • • • • Centerville, OH 
(B.A.E.M ., University of Minnesota, '85) 
DANIEL E. THOMSON • • • • • • • Kettering, OH 
(B.S., University of Missouri-Rollo , '85) 
t DOUGLAS J. WISE • • • • • • • M ission Vieto, CA 
(B.M.E., University of Dayton, '86) 
MICHAEL S. WRIGHT • • • • • • • • • Fairborn, OH 
(B.M .E., University of Dayton, '86) 
SPECIALIST DEGREES 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
ELLIS A. J OSEPH, D EAN 
GEORGE B. NOLAND , D EAN FOR GRADUATE STUDIES AND R ESEARC H 
THE DEGREE - EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
CAROL SCHWAB - - - - - - - - - Spring Volley, OH 
(A.B., College of Mt. St. Joseph, '56) 
(M.Ed., Xavier University, '67) 
30 
LoVONIA NELSON - - - - - - - - - - - Dayton, OH 
(B.S., Cleveland State University, 71) 
(M.S., University of Dayton, '83) 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
JULIE MARIE ANDERSON - - - - - - - Mathematics 
SUSAN MARIE BARRETI - - - - - - - - - - - English 
LAURA SUE BEERY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Biology 
SCOTI JOSEPH BISCHOFF - - - - - - - - - Finance 
GEORGE WILLIAM BOAS II - - - - - - - Philosophy 
GLENN DAVID BRUNNER - - - Electrical Engineering 
STEPHEN PAUL BURKE - - - - - - - - - - Predentistry 
KIMBERLY MICHELE CONNER - - - - - Broadcasting 
PHILIP LYNN DETWEILER - - - - Electrical Engineering 
THERESA LYNN DIETZ - - - Mechanical Engineering 
JEFF ALAN DILLER - - - - - - - - - - - Mathematics 
DONALD DRAVIS - - - - - - - - - - - - Chemistry 
KATHRYN LUCILLE GAYDOS - - - - - - - Chemistry 
DONALD F. HARKER IV - - - - Electrical Engineering 
DEBBIE KAY HERRMANN - - - Chemical Engineering 
PAUL WILHELM KOLLNER - - - - - - - Mathematics 
DAVID JOSEPH KARUS - - - - - - - - - - Economics 
TIMOTHY EDWARD MASON - - - - Systems Analysis 
LORRAINE ANN MONAGHAN - Elementary Education 
MICHAEL JOSEPI-J MOORE - - - - - - - Chemistry 
MARK JOSEPH PERRY - - - - Chemical Engineering 
KATHERINE MARIE PILLER - - - - - - - - - - English 
ANGELA ROSE POWERS - - - - - - - - - Chemistry 
MICHAEL GERARD PRATI - - - - - - - - Psychology 
ROBERT ALLEN SCHUETIE - - - - - - - - Psychology 
KELLY ANN SMITH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - English 
LAUREN MARIE SOBOLEWSKI - Secondary Education 
CHRISTOPHER J. SPIELES - - - - - - - - - - - Biology 
VINCENT GINTAUTAS STANISKIS - - - - Premedicine 
THOMAS M. STEVENSON - Mechanical Engineering 
MARK EVERETI VAN BUREN 
- - - - - - - - - - - Sociology/ Computer Science 
THOMAS JOSEPH ZEGARSKI - - - - - - Premedicine 
PAUL C. ZINGER - - - - - - - - Electrical Engineering 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a series of special Honors 
seminars and an Honors thesis. 
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HONORS GRADUATES 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
DIANE ELIZABETH BERTONE - - - - - - - Accounting 
WILLIAM RICHARD BRAISTED - Mechanical Engineering 
PATIY A. CAMPBELL - - - - - - Elementary Education 
KIMBERLY CRIDER - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
PHILIP L. DETWEILER - - - - - - Electrical Engineering 
JEFFREY ALAN DILLER - - - - - - - - - Mathematics 
DEBORAH ANN DILLON - - - - - - - - - - - Music 
MARY JO DROESCH - - - - - - - - - - Social Work 
KAREN M . ECKER - - - - - - - - - - - - Economics 
JoANN LUCY ECKL - - - - - - - - - - - Premedicine 
JOHN CHRISTOPH FELTZ - - - Electrical Engineering 
RONALD LEE FESSEL, JR. - - - - Electrical Engineering 
KATHRYN LUCILLE GAYDOS - - - - - - Chemistry 
TIMOTHY J. GILBRIDE - - - - - - - - - - Economics 
GREGORY A. HANLIN - - - - - Electrical Engineering 
MARGARET MARY HARMEYER - - - - - - Marketing 
PATRICIA L. HENTRICK - - - - - Elementary Education 
THOMAS A. MARTIN - - - - - - Electrical Engineering 
TIMOTHY EDWARD MASON - - - - Systems Analysis 
THOMAS JOSEPH MEIMAN - - - - - - - Accounting 
MARY T. MICHAEL - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
SUSAN ONDRASEK - - - - - - Elementary Education 
MARK JOSEPH PERRY - - - - Chemical Engineering 
KATHERINE MARIE PILLER - - - - - - - - - - English 
ANGELA ROSE POWERS - - - - - - - - - Chemistry 
MICHAEL GERARD PRATI - - - - - - - - Psychology 
THOMAS D. PREVISH - - - Mechanical Engineering 
JOHN D. RAPP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Economics 
COLEEN RESTA - - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
CHRISTOPHER J. SPIELES - - - - - - - - - - - Biology 
MARK WESLEY STRIKER - - - - Electrical Engineering 
MARK EVERETI VAN BUREN 
- - - - - - - - - - - Sociology/ Computer Sc ience 
NATALIE CAROL WARNER - - - - - - - - Accounting 
THOMAS JOSEPH ZEGARSKI - - - - - - Premedicine 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
LAURA A. ABRAMS - - - - - - - - - - - - Economics 
SCOTI J. BISHOFF - - - - - - - - - - - - - Finance 
DANIEL W. BOWLING - - - - - - - - - Mathematics 
TAMMY E. BROSKEY - - - - - - - - - Communication 
AMY SUSAN BROWN - - - - - - - - - - Philosophy 
GLENN DAVID BRUNNER - - - Electrical Engineering 
STEPHEN PAUL BURKE - - - - - - - - - - Predentistry 
JOHN PATRICK CAREY - - - - - - - - - - - - English 
KIMBERLY MICHELE CONNER - - - - Communication 
ANTHONY DEPAOLA 
- - - - - - - - - Industrial Engineering Technology 
DONALD DRAVIS - - - - - - - - - Chemistry 
JILL ELLEN DRURY - - - - - - - - - - Communication 
CAROL LYNN DUDLEY 
- - - - - - - - - Management Information Systems 
ROBERT JOHN DURBIN - - Mechanical Engineering 
CHRISTINE FUCHS - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
IRENA REGINA GECAS - - - - - - - - - - - Finance 
LAURA L. GEISER - Mechanical Engineering Technology 
FREDERICK PAUL GIGLIOTII - - - - - - - - Finance 
MICHAEL JUDE GNIADEK - - - - - - - - Accounting 
SUSAN CAROLE GOLABEK - - - - - Criminal Justice 
THOMAS ALLEN GRIES - - - - - - Civil Engineering 
DEBBIE K. HERRMANN - - - - Chemical Engineering 
EDWARD W. JOHNSON 
- - - - - - - - - Industrial Eng ineering Technology 
THERESA KARGL - - - - - - - - Secondary Education 
JAMES JOSEPH KAVANAUGH - - - - - - - Finance 
KIMBERLY PATRICE KELLY - - - - - - - - - Psychology 
PENNY ANN KEMMERER - - - - - - Human Ecology 
RICHARD THOMAS KIKO, JR. 
• • - - - - - - - lndustriol Engineering Technology 
RICHARD MICHAEL KERN - - - Electrical Eng ineering 
STEVEN J. KREMER - - - - - - - - - - - - - Finance 
CAROL LYNNE KUSS - - - - - - - - - - - - - Biology 
SHAWN ROBERT McCORMICK - - - - - - Psychology 
LORI J. MANNING - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
MICHELE LEE METZGER - - - - - - - - - Marketing 
KEVIN WAYNE MILLER - - - - - - - - - - Psychology 
LORRAINE MONAGHAN - - - - Elementary Education 
SHERYL A. MULLENDORE - - - - - - - - - - Music 
WILLIAM DEAN MYERS - - - - - Computer Science 
MARK FRANCIS NASH - - - - - - Computer Science 
TERESA S. NIEMIEC - - - - - - - - Criminal Justice 
JEFFERY H. OBERST - - - - - - - - - - - Marketing 
KEVIN MICHAEL O'CONNOR - - - Religious Studies 
TAMARA LYNN OGLESBEE 
- - - - - - - - - Management loformotion Systems 
MICHAEL ROBERT OSTER - Mechanical Engineering 
CYNTHIA JOYCE PARKER - - - - - - - - Accounting 
WILLIAM ALBERT PAULUS - Mechanical Engineering 
GREGORY JOHN PITSTICK 
- - - - - - - - - Management Information Systems 
DEBORAH ANN PO - - - - - - - - Human Ecology 
JAMES PETER POORMAN - Mechanical Engineering 
MARY ANNE REILING - - - - - - - - - - Premedicine 
TIMOTHY JOSEPH ROGERS - - - - Pol itical Science 
ELLEN SUE SACKS - - - - - - - - - Systems Analysis 
RAFAEL J. SANTANA - - - - - - - - - - - Accounting 
ROBERT ALLEN SCHUETIE - - - - - - - - Psychology 
SHERRY A. SIMON - - - - - - - - - - - - Psychology 
SUSAN MARY SLIWA 
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- - - - - - - - - Industrial Engineering Technology 
DOUGLAS ARTHUR SONGER - - - - - - Chemistry 
VINCENT GINTAUTAS STANISKIS - - - - Premedicine 
LISA ANNE STEDWILL - - - - - - - - - Premedicine 
MARY THERESA SUHAR - - - - - - - - - - Finance 
PETER PAUL VETIER - - - - - - - - - - - - - History 
JANE MARIE WENNING - - - - - - - - - - Finance 
LISA ANN WILSBACHER - - - - - - - - - - - Biology 
THERESA J. ZELLER - - - - - - - - - Politico! Science 
CUM LAUDE 
LAURA SUE BEERY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Biology 
MICHELE RENEE BELECANECH - - - - - - - - Biology 
ANTONIO JOSE BELTRAN - - - Premedicine 
LAWRENCE W. BLAIR - - - - - - - - - - - - Finance 
GEORGE WILLIAM BOAS II - - - - - - - Philosophy 
KELLI JO BORELLO - - Chemical Process Technology 
ANNE BOYLAN - - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
STEPHANIE L. BRENDEL - - - - - - Criminal Justice 
PATRICIA ANN BRENNAN - - - - - - Communication 
RONALD J. BROWN 
- - - - - - - - - Management Information Systems 
DANIEL LOUIS BRUDZINSKI - - - - Criminal Justice 
MARY BETH BRUNE - - - - - - - - - - Premedicine 
CLAIRE k.NN CHANTELL - - - - - - - - - - - English 
DONNA L. CYCKOWSKI - - - - - - - - - Psychology 
CAROLYN IRENE DEBBANE - - - - - - - - - French 
ANITA MARIE DETRIO - - - - Communication 
LESLIE ELIZABETH DENTON - - - - - - - Psychology 
JANET SUE DESELICH - - - - - - - Human Ecology 
CATHERINE DODD - - - - - - Elementary Education 
GREGORY WILLIAM DRACH - - - - Systems Analysis 
JOSEPH DANIEL DREHER - - - Electrical Engineering 
AARON JOSEPH EVANS - - - - Electrical Engineering 
CAROL EVANS - - - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
RONALD JAMES FLEMING - - - Electrical Engineering 
AMY MARIE FLESHER - - - - - - - - - - Psychology 
KENNETH JOSEPH FRANCIS 
- - - - - - - Mechanical Engineering Technology 
ELISABETH ANNE FRIEL - - - - - - - - Social Work 
CATHERINE MARIE FURLONG - International Studies 
AMY LYNN GARBRECHT - - - - - - - - - - - Music 
JOSEPH E. GARDNER, JR. - - - - - - - - Accounting 
LAURA MARIE GILESPIE - - - - - - - Communication 
MELISSA JEANNE GIVEN - - - - - - - - - Chemistry 
CAROL GOTIES - - - - - - - - Secondary Education 
CHRISTOPHER MARC GRANEY - - - - - - - - Physics 
TIMOTHY CRAIG GSELL - - - - - - - - - - - Biology 
GEORGE MATIHEW HACKMAN, JR. - - - Psychology 
THERESA MARIE HELBLING - - - - - Communication 
CHRISTINE LYNN HEMMELGARN - - - - Economics 
PAMELA SUE HOFFMAN - - - - - Commercial Design 
JENNIFER LOUISE IGLEBURGER - - - - - Psychology 
CAROL LYNNE JOHNSON INSKEEP 
- - - - - - - - - - - Chemical Process Technology 
TERESA L. JACKSON - - - - - - - - - - - Psychology 
CYNTHIA JOHANNS - - - - - - Elementary Education 
JULIE MARIE JUNG - - - - - - - - - - M~themotics 
WILLIAM A. KOLLAR - - ·• - - - - - - Communication 
PAUL WILHELM KOLLNER - - - - - - - Mathematics 
JOHN FRANCIS KREBER - - - - - - - - - Accounting 
JACQUELINE R. LAMPE - - - - - - Systems Analysis 
CHRISTINE MARIE LOEFFLER 
- - - - - - - - - Management Information Systems 
JOHN SCOTI LOMOND - - - - - - - - - - Finance 
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KATHRYN ANN LUCAS - - - - - - - Human Ecology 
ROBERT JOSEPH McBRIDE - - - - - Political Science 
CAROL L. McCLAIN - - - - - - Elementary Education 
JAMES BRIAN McCLOSKEY - - - - - - - - - - History 
DANIEL JOHN McLAUGHLIN - Chemical Engineering 
JULIE E. MADDOCK - - - - - - Electrical Engineering 
LORA A. MANN - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spanish 
MICHAEL E. MASTERSON - - - - - - - Management 
DARREL scon MOORE, JR. 
- - - - - - - - Electronic Engineering Technology 
STEVEN D. MONNIN - - - - - - - - - Management 
DANIEL FRANCIS MONTGOMERY - - - Social Work 
DAVID JOSEPH MUSGRAVE - - - - - - Premedicine 
PHILLIP ANDREW NAGY - - - - Electrical Engineering 
TIMOTHY ANDREW O 'DONNELL - - - Premedicine 
GARY W. OLIVEIRA - - - - - - - - - - - Photography 
GREGORY ALAN ORBASH - - - ·Electrical Engineering 
BETIY J. PETERSON - - - - - - Visual Art Education 
JOANNA PETIY - - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
MARK RYAN RICHARDS - - - Chemical Engineering 
RENE LOUISE RODENBURG - - - - - - - - - English 
TIMOTHY BRIAN SCHENKEL - - - - - - - Marketing 
MARY ANN SCHONS - - - - - Elementary Education 
CAROLYN S. SCOTI - - - - - - - - - - - Marketing 
BRIAN ALAN SHAROSKY - - - - - - - Communication 
TERESA ANN SIMMONS - - - - - - - - - Accounting 
KELLY ANN SMITH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - English 
ELIZABETH ANTHONY SMOLA - - Commercial Design 
LAUREN SOBOLEWSKI - - - - - Secondary Education 
MARIA SOLE - - - - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
CYNTHIA M . SOMERFELDT - - - - - - - - Economics 
LINDA STALLA - - - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
MICHELLE MARIE STARMACK - - - - Interior Design 
THOMAS McDUNN STEVENSON 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Mechanical Engineering 
JUDY TAYLOR - - - - - - - - - Elementary Education 
STEPHANIE MARIE VARGO - - - - - Systems Analysis 
KARL W. VonLUHRTE - - - - - - Electrical Engineering 
MARK CLIFFORD WEBSTER - - - - - - Management 
ERIC VAUGHN WEICHERT 
- - - - - - - - - Management Information Systems 
JEAN ANN WEIFFENBACH - - - - - - - - Psychology 
PAMELA LOUISE WHISSEL - - - - - - - - - - English 
LESLIE ANN WILLIS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Biology 
PAUL RICHARD WNEK - - - - - - - - - Premedicine 
PAUL CHRISTOPHER ZINGER - - Electrical Engineering 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY RESERVE 
MARCIA I. BARNHART - College of Arts and Sciences 
Quortermoster Corps 
IAN G . BORDENAVE - - College of Arts ond Sciences 
Air Defense Corps 
STEPHANIE L. BRENDEL - College of Arts and Sciences 
Mil itary Intelligence Corps 
CHRISTOPHER 0. DAVIS - College of Arts ond Sciences 
Tronsportotion Corps 
SCOTI C. FANATICO - - School of Business Admin. 
Armor 
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DIANA L. GEIGER - - - - School of Business Admin . 
Finance Corps 
AMY M. HOLZHAUER - College of Arts ond Sciences 
Adjutant General Corps 
CHARLES M . NEDZ - - - College of Arts and Sciences 
Military Police Corps 
THOMAS F. RAFTER - - College of Arts and Sciences 
Quartermaster Corps 
THOMAS B. WALKER, JR. - College of Arts ond Sciences 
Medical Service Corps 
SPECIAL AWARDS 
Accounting - The Accounting Career Award 
to a student exhibiting great potential in 
the Accounting Profession - donated by 
The National Association of Accountants, 
Dayton C hapter. 
Cynthia J. Parker 
Accounting - The Award of Merit in recogni-
tion of outstanding achievement - do-
nated by The Ohio Society of Certified 
Public Accountants, Dayton Chapter. 
Natalie C. Uf.zmer 
Accounting - The Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Accounting - do-
nated by Jerome E. Westendorf, '43 and 
Warren A. Kappeler, '41. 
Diane E. Bertone - Co-winner 
Thomas J. Meiman - Co-winner 
Accounting - The Department of Accounting 
Award to the graduating senior for out-
standing contributions to the University 
Community and Accounting Program. 
Lisa A. Kovats - Co-winner 
Gloria M. Marano - Co-winner 
Laura M. Barton - Co-winner 
Anthropology - The Margaret Mary Emonds 
Huth Memorial Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Senior in Anthropology 
- donated by Dr. Edward A. Huth. 
No Award Given This Jfor 
Arts and Sciences - The Dean Leonard A. 
Mann, S.M. Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in the College of Arts 
and Sciences donated by J oseph Zus-
man , '65. 
Mark E. Uzn Buren 
Athletics - The Reverend Charles L. Collins, 
S.M. Award of Excellence to an athlete for 
outstanding citizenship donated by 
Joseph Zusman, '65. 
Paul}. Howe 
Athletics - The Charles R. Kendall , '29 
Memorial Award of Excellence for achieve-
ment in academic and athletic effort -
donated by Mrs. Charles R. Kendall and 
friends. 
Richard T. Kiko 
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Athletics - TheJohn L. Macbeth Memorial 
Award to the Outstanding Scholar-Athlete 
in footba ll and basketball . Recipient must 
have completed five or more terms and 
must have won his varsity letter. 
Richard T. Kiko - Football 
Eric R. Mathews - Basketball 
Biology - The J ohn E. Dlugos,Jr. Memorial 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior majoring in Biology - donated by 
Mr. and Mrs. J ohn E. Dlugos. 
Carol L. Kuss 
Biology - The Brother Russell A. J oly, S.M. 
Award of Excellence to the student who 
best combines excellence in Biology and 
genuine appreciation of nature. 
Thomas A. Schneider 
Business Education - The National Business 
Education Association Award of Merit in 
recognition for outstanding achievement. 
J oyce A. Atchison 
Campus Ministry - The Brother Wottle Cam-
pus Ministry Award: ''An award ofappreci-
ation for service to Campus Ministry." 
Mary Rose Konikowski 
Campus Ministry - The Marianist Award for 
Voluntary Service is given to a graduating 
senior who has distinguished himself/her-
self through voluntary service to the com-
munity - donated by the Marianists of 
the University of Dayton . 
No Award Given This Jfor 
Chemical Engineering - The Victor Emanuel, 
'15 Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Chemical Engineering -
sponsored by the University of Dayton 
Alumni Association since 1962. 
Mark J. Perry 
Chemical Engineering - The Robert G. 
Schenck Memorial Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Junior in Chemical Engi-
neering - donated by Stanley L. Lopata. 
Timothy J. Klawitter 
Chemistry - The Brother George J . Geisler, 
S.M. Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Student in Chemistry - donated by 
J oseph Poelking, '32. 
Angela R. Fbwers 
Chemistry - American Chemical Society: 
Patterson College Chemistry Award. 
Linda K. Hart 
Chemistry - American Institute of Chemists' 
Award. 
Kathryn L. Gaydos 
Chemistry - The Bernard J. Katchman 
Memorial Scholarship to an entering 
freshman majoring in Chemistry. 
Michael D. 1issandier 
Chemistry - Brother John J. Lucier, S.M. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Junior majoring in Chemistry - donated 
by a friend . 
Stephen M. Karlovits 
Chemistry - The Philip Zaidain M emorial 
Award to a deserving sophomore majoring 
in Chemistry. 
Barbara]. Doty 
Civil Engineering - The Harry F. Finke, '02 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Civil Engineering - sponsored 
by the University of Dayton Alumni Asso-
ciation since 1962. 
Thomas A. Gries 
Civil Engineering - The George A. Barrett, 
'28 Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing] unior in Civil Engineering - donated 
by family and friends in his memory. 
Rosemary A. Secoda 
Communication - Broadcasting - The Omar 
Williams Award of Excellence to an Out-
standing Student in Broadcasting - do-
nated by the University of Dayton. 
Elizabeth G. Tepper 
Communication - Debating - The Mary 
Elizabeth Jones Memorial Award of Excel-
lence to an Outstanding Debater - do-
nated by Dr. D. G. Reilly. 
No Award Given This lfor 
Communication - Journalism - The Ritter Col-
lett Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Journalism. This is awarded 
annually to the student who best demon-
strates in his person and writings the qual-
ities of Mr. Collett that the University 
hopes will serve as an inspiration to the 
Journalism students . 
Maureen M. Osborne 
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Communication - Journalism - The Brother 
George F. Kohles, S.M . Award of Excel-
lence in Journalism - donated by a friend . 
Michael R. Airhart 
Communication - Mass Media Arts - The Si 
Burick Award of Excellence for Outstand-
ing Academic and Cocurricular Achieve-
ment in Mass Media Arts - donated by 
the University of Dayton. 
Brian A. Sharosky 
Communication - RJ.blic Relations - PRSA 
Maureen M. Pater Award of Distinction 
to the Outstanding Senior in Public Rela-
tions - donated by Dayton-Miami Valley 
Chapter of the Public Relations Society of 
America. 
Tammy E. Broskey 
Communication - Speech Arts - The Rev. Vin-
cent Vasey, S.M. Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Senior in Speech Arts -
donated by Rev. Vincent Vasey, S.M. 
Laura M. Gillespie 
Communication - The Bette Rogge Morse 
Award to the Outstanding Senior Woman 
in Communication. 
Theresa M. Helbling 
Computer Science - The Addison-Wesley 
Senior Book Award for excellence in Com-
puter Science; Computer Science-Physics; 
Computer Science-Systems Analysis -
donated by Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Company. 
Mark F. Nash - CPS 
Ellen Estes Sacks - SYA 
J4illiam Dean Myers - CSP 
Computer Science - Alumni Award of Excel-
lence in the Senior Class. 
Timothy E. Mason 
Computer Science - Computer Science Award 
for Outstanding Service to the Depart-
ment. 
No Award Given This lfor 
Computer Science GKM Systems Interna-
tionalAward for Innovative Programming. 
Kenneth ]. Wnek 
Computer Science - The NCR Award of Excel-
lence in Computer Science to an Outstand-
ing Junior majoring in Computer Science 
- donated by The NCR Foundation. 
Terri L. lj,skocil 
Computer Science - The NCR Award of Excel-
lence in Computer Science to an Outstand-
ing Sophomore majoring in Computer 
Science - donated by The NCR Founda-
tion. 
James P. Montavon 
Continuing Education - The Nora Duffy 
Award is presented annually to a Reentry 
student who has overcome significant ob-
stacles in order to complete a college de-
gree. 
Sheryl A. Mullendore 
Cooperative Education - Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Cooperative Educa-
tion Student in Business Administration 
- sponsored by the M ead Corporation 
Foundation. 
Luke R. Ballman 
Cooperative Education - Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Cooperative Educa-
tion Student in Computer Science, Sys-
tems Analysis - sponsored by the 
Marathon Oil Foundation. 
Mark G. Knapke 
Cooperative Education - Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Cooperative Educa-
tion Student in Engineering - sponsored 
by the Dayton Power and Light Company. 
Matthew]. Logan 
Cooperative Education - Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding Cooperative Educa-
tion Student in Engineering Technology 
- sponsored by Earl C . Iselin,Jr. in honor 
of his father. 
J4illard F. Hagan 
Criminal Justice - The Sheriff"Beno" Keiter 
Memorial Scholarship Award to the Out-
standing Criminal] usticej unior or Senior 
- dona ted by friends of "Beno" Keiter. 
Teresa S. Niemiec 
Economics - The Dr. E. B. O 'Leary Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
majoring in Economics - donated by 
Bank One. 
Timothy]. Gilbride - Co-winner 
John D. Rapp - Co-winner 
Karen M. Ecker - Co-winner 
Electrical Engineering - The Thomas R. 
Armstrong '38 Award of Excellence for the 
Outstanding Electrical Engineering 
Achievement in memory of Brother Ulrich 
Rappel, S.M. and W. Frank Armstrong -
donated by Thomas R. Armstrong, '38. 
John C. Feltz:. 
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Electrical Engineering - The Anthony Hor-
vath '22 and Elmer Steger '22 Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Electrical Engineering - donated by 
Anthony Horvath '22 and Elmer Steger 
'22. 
David R. Adae 
Electrical Engineering - The Brother Louis H . 
Rose, S.M. '33 Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior in Electrical En-
gineering. 
Matthew F. Dumstoif 
Elementary Education - The George A. Pflaum 
'25 Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Student in Elementary School Teacher 
Education - donated by George A. 
Pflaum, Jr. 
Anne V. Boylan 
Engineering Technology - The L. Duke Golden 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in the Bachelor of Technology Pro-
gram - donated by the Gamma Beta 
Chapter of Tau Alpha Pi Honor Society. 
Edward W. Johnson 
English - The Brother Thomas P. Price, 
S.M. Award ofExcellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in English - donated by the 
U.D. Mother 's Club. 
Katherine M. Piller 
English - The U.D. Women's Association 
Award of Excellence in composition. 
Pamela L. Whissel 
English - The Father Adrian J . McCarthy, 
S.M . Award of Excellence to a graduate 
assistant for achievement in teaching 
freshman English - donated by a friend. 
James M. Boehnlein, S.M. - Co-winner 
Ruth D. l#stfall - Co-winner 
English Education - The Dr. Harry E. Hand 
Memorial Award of Excellence - donated 
by the facu lty of the Department of 
English and of the School of Education. 
Carol A. Gottes 
Rnance - Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior majoring in Finance. 
Scott J. Bischqff - Co-winner 
Irena R. Gecas - Co-winner 
General Excellence - The Mary M . Shay 
Award of Excellence in both academic and 
extracurricular activities (seniors only) . 
Carol Jean Holz:. 
History - The Carole Beauregard Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior 
majoring in History - donated by fami ly 
and friends in her memory. 
Michael P. Bigelow - Co-winner 
Julene M. Geis - Co-winner 
History - The Dr. Samuel E. Flook Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
majoring in History donated by Dr. 
Samuel E. Flook. 
Peter P. T-frtter 
History - The Betty Ann Perkins Award for 
Excellence in Women's and Family History 
- donated by her family. 
Jennifer M. Wharton 
History - The Phi Alpha Theta Scholarship 
Key (Senior members of Delta Eta Chap-
ter only). 
&becca M. Strand 
History - The Dr. George Ruppel, S.M. 
Award of Excellence in Historical Re-
search. 
Michael P. Bigelow 
Home Ecology - The Elizabeth L. Schroeder 
Award of Excellence to an Outstanding 
Senior in the Department of Home Ecol-
ogy for academic, departmental and pro-
fessional performance. 
Deborah A. /tJ 
Humanities - The Rocco M . Donatelli Award 
to the humanities senior with the strongest 
quantitative and qualitative record in elec-
tive science courses. 
Anry S. Brown 
Industrial Engineering Tedmology - The Insti-
tute of Industrial Engineers Award to the 
Outstanding Graduate of the Industrial 
Engineering Technology Program - do-
nated by the Dayton Chapter of the Insti-
tute of Industrial Engineers. 
Edward W. Johnson - Co-winner 
Richard T. Kiko - Co-winner 
Susan M. Sliwa - Co-winner 
Industrial Engineering Technology - The Insti-
tute of Industrial Engineers Award to the 
Outstanding Junior in Industrial En-
gineering Technology - donated by the 
Dayton Chapter of the Institute of Indus-
trial Engineers. 
Kathy S. Murphy 
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Languages - The Brother J ohn R. Perz, S.M. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Modern Languages . 
Astride H. Lowry 
Languages - French - Bro. George ]. McKen-
zie, S.M. Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in French - donated by 
a friend . 
Carolyn I. Debbane 
Languages - Spanish - The Dr. James M. 
Ferrigno Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Spanish - donated by 
Enrique Romaguera and Mary A. Ferrigno. 
Connie R. Zornes 
Library - The Brother Frank Ruhlman, S.M. 
Award of Excellence for Literary Achieve-
ment. 
Katherine M. Piller 
Management - The Charles Huston Brown, 
'20 Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Business Administra tion in 
memory of Brother William Haebe, S.M. 
- donated by C. Huston Brown, '20. 
Bruce A. Lokai 
Management - The Standard Register Com-
pany Award of Excellence to an Outstand-
ing Senior in the Department of Manage-
ment, School of Business Administra tion 
- sponsored by The Standard Register 
Company. 
Mark E. Masterson 
Management - The Wall Street Journal Stu-
dent Achievement Award to an Outstand-
ing Senior majoring in Management -
sponsored by Dow Jones and Company, 
Inc. 
Mark Clifford l#bster 
Management - The Reynolds and Reynolds 
Company Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Woman in the Department of 
Management, School of Business Admin-
istration - sponsored by the Reynolds 
and Reynolds Company. 
Ann Marie J#znamaker 
Management - The Maurice F. Krug, '55 
Award of Excellence to an Outstanding 
Senior in the Department of Manage-
ment, School of Business Administration. 
Thomas E. Ogburn 
Management In.formation Systems - The Deci-
sion Sciences Department Scholarship 
Award to the graduating senior in MIS 
for outstanding academic achievement. 
Tamara L. Oglesbee 
Management In.formation Systems - The Deci-
sion Sciences Department MIS Award to 
the graduating senior for outstanding con-
tributions to the MIS program. 
Christine M. Loeffler 
Management In.formation Systems - The Deci-
sion Sciences Department Award to the 
team producing the best Senior Year MIS 
Project. 
Peter J. Klocke; Michael L. Kowall; 
Scott A. McCollum; Gregory J. Pitstick; 
Charles G. rMesman 
Marketing - The Marketing Award of Excel-
lence to the graduating senior in Market-
ing for outstanding academic achieve-
ment. 
Margaret M. Harmryer 
Marketing - The Marketing Career Award 
to the graduating student exhibiting the 
greatest potential in marketing. 
Susan Mclee 
Marketing - The Marketing Service Award 
to the student who has distinguished him-
self/herself through voluntary service to 
the university, community, and marketing 
profession. 
Patricia L. Blandford 
Master of Business Administration - The Rev. 
Raymond A. Roesch, S.M. Award of Excel-
lence for outstanding academic achieve-
ment in the Master of Business Admin-
istration Program - donated by Bank 
One. 
Stephen E. Petty 
Mathematics - The Faculty Award of Excel-
lence in Mathematics. 
J e.ff A. Diller 
Mathematics - The Pi Mu Epsilon Award of 
Excellence in the Sophomore Class. 
David J. Diller 
Mathematics Education Award - Bro. J oseph 
W. Stander, S.M. Award of Excellence to 
the graduating senior in the teacher certifi-
cation program with a principal teaching 
field in mathematics. 
Eliz_abeth L. Arnold 
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Mechanical Engineering - The Bernard F. Hol-
lenkamp, '39 Memorial Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Mechanical Engineering - donated by 
Louise A. and Mrs. Lucille Hollenkamp. 
rMlliam A. Paulus - Co-winner 
rMlliam R. Braisted - Co-winner 
Mechanical Engineering - The Martin C . 
Kuntz, ' 12 Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Junior in Mechanical Engineer-
ing - sponsored by the University of Day-
ton Alumni Association since 1962. 
John A. Konkoly - Co-winner 
Bruce P. Graham - Co-winner 
John B. Augustin III - Co-winner 
Mechanical Engineering - The Class of '02 
Award of Excellence for Outstanding 
Mechanical Engineering Achievement in 
memory of Warner H . Kiefaber, '05 -
donated by Michael J. Gibbons, '02. 
john P. /tJorman - Co-winner 
Thomas D. Prevish - Co-winner 
Mechanical Engineering - The Brother An-
drew R. Weber, S.M. Award of Excellence 
for outstanding service and achievement 
in Mechanical Engineering. 
Margaret F. Hudock 
Mechanical Engineering Technology - The Day-
ton Chapter, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Freshman in Mechanical Engi-
neering Technology. 
Michael K. Smucker 
Mechanical Engineering Technology - The Day-
ton Chapter, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Mechanical Engineer-
ing Technology. 
Matthew]. Monnin 
Medical Technology - Alumni Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior in Medi-
cal Technology. 
Modena J. Henderson 
Military Science - Department of the Army 
Award. The Superior Cadet Award, pro-
vided by the Department of the Army, is 
presented to the outstanding cadet of each 
academic year. 
James A. Maulucci, Freshman 
Kenneth W. Strayer, Sophomore 
Sara A. Mullanry, junior 
Stephanie L. Brendel, Senior 
Premedicine - The Brother FrancisJohn Molz 
memorial award to the Outstanding 
Senior in Premedicine. This is awarded 
annually to the student who best demon-
strates the qualities of unselfishness, com-
munity service, and academic achieve-
ment - sponsored by Alpha Epsilon 
Delta. 
Christopher J. Spieles 
Premedicine - Montgomery County Medical 
Award to the Outstanding Senior in the 
Premedicine Curriculum. 
Christopher J. Spieles 
Psychology - The Rev. Raymond A. Roesch, 
S.M. Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Student in Psychology - donated by 
Rev. Raymond A. Roesch, S.M. '36. 
Michael G. Pratt 
Religious Studies - The William Joseph 
Chaminade Award of Excellence in mem-
ory of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Dickson, 
to the Outstanding Student in Religious 
Studies - donated by Rev. John Dickson, 
S.M. '36. 
Kevin M. 0 'Connor - Co-winner 
Karen S. Seitz - Co-winner 
Religious Studies -The Msgr.]. Dean McFar-
land Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Junior majoring in Religious Studies. 
Jeffrey M. Staab 
School of Business Administration - The Miriam 
Rosenthal Award of Excellence to a 
Graduating Senior in the School of Busi-
ness Administration - donated by Dean 
William J . Hoben. 
Timothy J. Gilbride 
School of Business Administration - The Mark 
T. Schneider Award to a Senior in the 
School of Business Administration who 
has combined academic excellence with 
service to the University and community 
- donated by family and friends in his 
memory. 
Diane E. Bertone - Co-winner 
Thomas J. Meiman - Co-winner 
School of Education - The William A. Beitzel 
Award for the Outstanding student in 
Special Education. 
Nancy J. Eisenbeis 
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School of Education - The Raymond and 
Beulah Horn Award for an Outstanding 
Student in the area of the developmentally 
handicapped - donated by Dean Ellis A. 
Joseph. 
Kimberly A. Crider 
School of Education The Daniel L. Leary 
Award for the outstanding research and 
development activity by a student seeking 
teacher certification in the School of Edu-
cation - donated by Dean Ellis A.Joseph . 
Lorraine A. Monaghan 
School of Education - The Reverend George 
J. Renneker, S.M. Award of Excellence for 
outstanding achievement in Teacher Edu-
cation. 
Mary T Michael - Co-winner 
Karen M. Kania - Co-winner 
Secondary Education - The Brother Louis J. 
Faerber, S.M. Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Student in Secondary School 
Teacher Education - donated by the Uni-
versity of Dayton Mothers' Club. 
Leslie A. Robbins 
Social 11brk -TheJoseph Zusman, '65Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
in Social Work Studies - donated by 
Joseph Zusman, '65. 
Mary Jo Droesch - Co-winner 
Elisabeth A. Friel - Co-winner 
Sociology - The Dr. Edward A. Huth Silver 
Anniversary Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Student in Sociology - do-
nated by Joseph Zusman, '65 . 
Jill M. Jacklitz 
Sociology - The Dr. Martin Luther King 
Memorial Award in Human Relations for 
excellence in Scholarship, Christian 
Leadership, and the advancement of 
brotherhood among men - donated by 
Dr. Edward A. Huth . 
Christine M. Haas - Co-winner 
Jill M. Jacklitz - Co-winner 
Sociology - The Rev. Andrew L. Seebold 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Sociology. 
Mark E. Wzn Buren 
University Advancement - Award of Excellence 
for contribution of service to the Commu-
nity. 
Circle K 
Military Science - The Lt. Robert M. Wallace 
'65 Memorial Award to the Outstanding 
Junior ROTC Scholarship Cadet - do-
nated by his family and friends . 
Paul}. l#isz 
Performing and Usual Arts - Rne Arts Division 
- The Mary Ann Dunsky Award to an 
Outstanding Senior in Art. 
Pamela S. Hoffman 
Performing and Usual Arts - Rne Arts Division 
- The Professor Bela Horvath Award for 
excellence in Representational Art - do-
nated by Mrs . Joseph C. Horvath. 
Carl J. Boi-sani 
Performing and Usual Arts - Music Division -
The Brother Joseph J. Mervar, S.M. 
Award of Excellence to an outstanding stu-
dent majoring in music. 
Teresa A. D 'Epiro 
Performing and Usual Arts - Music Division -
Music Division Senior Award for Out-
standing Contributions to the University 
Bands. 
Robert J. Saurber 
Performing and Usual Arts - Music Division -
Sigma Alpha Iota Professional Music So-
ciety Award for Scholastic Achievement 
(seniors only). 
Deborah A. Dillon 
Performing and Usual Arts - Music Division -
Sigma Alpha Iota College Honor Award 
for musicianship, scholarship, and general 
contribution to the College Chapter. 
Beth L. McGaughey 
Philosophy - The Award of Excellence to the 
First and Second Outstanding Seniors in 
Philosophy - donated by Rev. Charles 
Polichek. 
Christina L. Knockelmann - Rrst 
Daniel W. Bowling - Second 
Philosophy - The Richard R. Baker Award 
for Excellence in Graduate Studies in 
Philosophy is given to a graduating stu-
dent who has distinguished himself/herself 
in the study of philosophy through com-
mitment to philosophical inquiry, excel-
lence in research and the ability to com-
municate philosophical ideas. 
Theodore M. D. Cooke 
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Philosophy - Rev. Charles C . Bloemer, S.M. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Junior majoring in Philosophy - donated 
by a friend . 
Michael P. Bowen - Co-winner 
Laura E. Hengehold - Co-winner 
Physical and Health Education - The John L. 
Macbeth Memorial Award of Excellence 
to the Outstanding student in Physical 
and Health Education - donated by Mrs. 
John L. Macbeth. 
Ueki L. lfznce 
Physical and Health Education - The James 
M. Landis Memorial Award of Excellence 
for Outstanding Physical and Health Edu-
cation Senior in Science Core Courses. 
Scott W. Anspach 
Physics - The Sigma Pi Sigma Award of 
Merit to a senior in recognition of out-
standing academic achievement and in-
volvement in physics - sponsored by the 
Sigma Pi Sigma honor society of the Socie-
ty of Physics Students and the Department 
of Physics. 
Christopher M. Graney 
Physics - Award of Excellence to a Senior 
Physics major who has displayed " remark-
able talent, exemplary industry, intense 
motivation, and mature comprehension of 
undergraduate Physics" - donated by the 
Department of Physics . 
No Award Given This Jfor 
Physics - The Caesar Castro Award of Excel-
lence to a sophomore for outstanding 
scholarship in the General Physics lecture 
and laboratory sequence - donated in 
memory of Ceasar Castro by Mrs. C . C. 
Castro and the Department of Physics. 
No Award Given This Jfor 
Political Science - The Brother Albert H . 
Rose, S.M. Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Political Science - do-
nated by Joseph Zusman '65. 
Timothy J. Rogers 
Political Science - The Eugene W. Stenger '30 
Memorial Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Junior in Political Science - do-
nated by Mrs . Eugene W. Steger. 
Maureen R. Willer 
ACADEMIC COSTUME 
Academic costumes are as old as the Universities themselves. Practically all of them derive from some 
form of clerical or priestly garb worn by the students and faculty in the Middle Ages. In Europe , each in-
stitution seems to have its own variant of costume, but in America academic costume follows a uniform 
code drawn up by a special commission in 1895. The code has three main parts; that is, it deals with 
caps, gowns and hoods . 
The Oxford type cap or mortar-board seems to have evolved from the square biretta of Renaissance 
churchmen . It is always black and may be of any appropriate material except that velvet is reserved for 
doctors. The tassel worn with the cap has three variations. First, it may be black for any degree. Second, 
it may be the color of the faculty in which the degree was granted . Third, a tassel made of gold metallic 
thread is reserved ta doctors and governing officials of institutions. At the moment the degree is 
awarded, the tassel is switched from the right to the left side of the cap. 
Gowns, which according to the code are all black, are of three kinds. The bachelor's gown is a 
relatively simple kind falling in straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its distinguishing characteristic 
is the long pointed sleeves. Master's gowns are set apart by a peculiar arrangement of the long sleeves 
whereby the arms emerge from the sleeves through slits at the elbow. The rest of the sleeve dangles and 
terminates around the knee of the wearer in a square end into which a semi-circle is cut. In 1960, how-
ever, the gown was modified . In place of the elbow slit, an opening was made at the wrist and the gown 
was made to close. The doctor's gown is on elaborate costume marked by velvet panels down the front 
and around the neck as well as by three bars of the same material on the bell shaped sleeves. It is cut 
much fuller than the other gowns and unlike them may be ornamented in color . Both the paneling and the 
sleeve bars may show the faculty in which the degree was awarded. 
The hood alone clearly shows the level of the degree, the faculty in which it was given , and the institu-
tion which awarded it. The level of the degree is shown by the size of the hood, the width of the velvet 
trimming, and in the case of the doctor, by the shape. The bachelor's, the master's and doctor's hoods are 
three feet, three and one-half feet, and four feet long respectively . The velvet trimming in the same order 
is two, three and five inches . This extends all around the hood on the exposed edge. To make a more 
comfortable fit, it is allowed to narrow to the neck band. This same trimming identifies the faculty in 
which the degree was awarded. For each faculty there is a corresponding color so a glance at the trim-
ming is all that is needed to identify the faculty . The institution which awarded the degree is indicated by 
the colored lining . Dayton hoods are lined with cardinal red silk crossed by a Columbia blue chevron. 
The color of the faculty referred to above indicates the field in which the degree was taken . The colors 
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ANTHEM 
On mountain high and hillside, 
O'er meadow and through dell 
In busy rnart and hamlRt, 
Where hearts their story tell, 
A clarion voice is ringing, 
It rises, now it falls 
JI l'l)l(Sf, all ,1/1' of' /)a,IJ/0// , 
Your Alma Mater call'J. 
U.D., we hear yau calling, 
Fidelity's the test, 
Y11111· sons and da11r1hle1·s r111s11 11'1' /'1'11111 
Narth, South, East and West, 
With measured tread advancing, 
Our emblem full in view, 
We souru.l your praise and p/,edge 
Our loyalty to the Red mu/ Blue. 
